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precisely, the absence of a rate impact, assuming the payments does not increase rate base), such
that recognizing the NOLC ADFIT would have a neutral impact on SWEPCO' s rates. 392

392

SWEPCO Ex. 45 (Hodgson Reb.) at 14-19. To illustrate his claims of a rate-neutral impact, Mr. Hopkins offered

examples involving two hypothetical utilities, one with a tax-allocation agreement, the other with no such agreement.
The starting points for both were pre-tax book income of $10,000 and an $11,000 deduction for accelerated
depreciation, which would yield a $1,000 NOL and-all other things being equal-$2,310 in ADFIT (21% corporate
tax rate times $11,000), and NOLC ADFIT of $210 (21% tax rate times the $1,000 NOL). He assumed a basic capital

structure of $100,000 each in debt and equity, and a ratio of 4% for the debt component and 10% for the equity
component, for respective WACC of 2% and 5%, for a total WACC of 7%.
For Mr. Hodgson's first hypothetical, involving a utility with no tax-allocation agreement, he posited that the ADFIT

would reduce the debt and equity capital necessary to finance the plant as follows:
I)ebt
Equity
Total

Initial Capital
100,000
100,000
200,000

Adjusted Capital
98,950
98,950
197,900

ADFIT
<1,050>
<1,050>
<2,100>

and that net rate base, factoring in the NOLC ADFIT offset of ADFIT, would be:
Plant
ADFIT
NOLC ADFIT
Net Rate Base

$200,000
<2,310>
210
$197,900

Multiplying the net rate base by the 7% WACC yielded a revenue requirement of $13,853.
For Mr. Hodgson' s second hypothetical, involving a utility with a tax-allocation agreement, he added to the first
hypothetical the element of a $210 cash payment to the utility for its $210 NOLC. Assuming the utility would use
this additional cash, as with ADFIT, to reduce debt or equity capital otherwise needed to finance the plant, and in a
manner maintaining the same capital ratios, Mr. Hodgson calculated the following new adjusted capital amount:

I)ebt
Equity
Total

Initial Capital
100,000
100,000
200,000

ADFIT
<1,050>
<1,050>
<2,100>

Tax-Alloc. Cash Pymt.
<105>
<105>
<210>

Adjusted Capital
98,845
98,845
197,690

He then assumed-with intent to illustrate the effects of Staffs recommendations-that the NOLC ADFIT was

reduced to zero by virtue of the tax-allocation payment:
Plant
ADFIT
NOLC ADFIT
Net Rate Base

$200,000
<2,310>
0
$197,690

Multiplying this net rate base by the 7% WACC yielded a revenue requirement of $13,838, less than the $13,853

revenue requirement in the first hypothetical.
Mr. Hodgson then modified the second hypothetical by adding a further adjustment, intended to represent SWEPCO' s

proposal, that removed the effect of the $210 tax-allocation payment on debt and equity requirements:
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It followed from this conclusion that excluding the NOLC ADFIT from rate base, as
Mr. Hodgson testified, would "break the connection between the tax expenses in the cost of service

and the ADFIT in rate base," violating "the consistency requirements of the normalization

rules." 393 The two are "inextricably linked," he elaborated, noting that:

rate base is reduced by ADFIT because it represents the cumulative amount of
deferred tax expense that customers have paid [SWEPCO] in excess of income
[SWEPCO] is currently obligated to pay the federal government. ... [Iln order to

achieve a balance between the rate base reduction and the amount of cash provided
through rates for deferred tax expense, it is necessary to include the [NOLC
ADFIT] asset in the overall ADFIT balance. To exclude the [NOCL ADFIT] asset
would result in rate base being reduced by an amount greater than the deferred taxes
[SWEPCO] received through rates. 394
Mr. Hodgson further opined that Staff' s rationale for excluding the NOLC ADFIT from rate base

based on the tax-allocation payments "results in the cross-subsidization of costs/benefits from
[SWEPCO' sl affiliate companies," as the customers of affiliate companies are effectively funding
a portion of rate-base reduction otherwise based on the deferred taxes funded by SWEPCO

customers. 395

I)ebt
Equity
Total

Initial Capital
100,000
100,000
200,000

Plant
ADFIT
NOLC ADFIT
Net Rate Base

ADFIT
<1,050>
<1,050>
<2,100>

Tax-Alloc. Cash Pymt.
<105>
<105>
<210>

Proforma Adjustment
105
105
210

Adjusted Capital
98,950
98,950
197,900

$200,000
<2,310>
210
$197,900

Multiplying the $197,900 net rate base by the 7% WACC yielded a revenue requirement of $13,853-the same

revenue requirement as in the original hypothetical.
393 SWEPCO Ex. 45 (Hodgson Reb.) at 5.
394

SWEPCO Ex. 45 (Hodgson Reb.) at 12.

395

SWEPCO Ex. 45 (Hodgson Reb.) at 12.
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SWEPCO presented additional testimony on the normalization issue from tax attorney
Bradley Seltzer. He opined that the consistency requirement "implicitly and effectively require[sl

use ofthe stand-alone approach to focus exclusively on the utility when computing the four related
cost of service ratemaking items implicated by the normalization rules, namely regulatory
depreciation expense, regulatory tax expense, [ADFITI, and rate base."396 He echoed

Mr. Hodgson' s basic assessment that Staff, not SWEPCO, was seeking to "cherry pick[I one

element of the inextricably tied four prongs of normalization," creating a "substantial risk of a
violation of the normalization consistency rules" and a likelihood that the IRS would so

conclude. 397

Mr. Seltzer added that intercompany payments under tax-sharing agreements, such as with
SWEPCO and other AEP affiliates, "may affect basis and/or earnings or profits, but the payments

themselves are a nonevent for tax purposes," as the common parent of the group is the relevant
"taxpayef' and group members are j ointly and severally liable for the consolidated tax liability. 398
"Thus," he concluded, "since normalization is based on the extension of a loan from the Federal

Government for the deferred taxes, the IRS is entirely indifferent to whether and how the group

allocates liabilities amongst its members," and "[alny payments made or received by SWEPCO
pursuant to the tax sharing agreement are simply irrelevant to the normalization issue." 399

Nor, SWEPCO adds, should Docket No. 46449 be viewed as any sort of precedent barring
its proposed adjustment.4" Mr. Hodgson observed that the Commission never had occasion in

Docket No. 46449 to rule on the proper treatment of SWEPCO' s NOLC ADFIT, as the issue was

never raised. 401 He further testified that SWEPCO first came to the opinion that the adjustment
was warranted in light of normalization rules and PURA § 36.060 while preparing its rate filing in

396 SWEPCO Ex. 44 (Seltzer Reb.) at 6.
397 SWEPCO Ex. 44 (Seltzer Reb.) at 9.
398 SWEPCO Ex. 44 (Seltzer Reb.) at 7.
399

SWEPCO Ex. 44 (Seltzer Reb.) at 7 (emphasis in original).

400

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 24-25; SWEPCO Reply Brief at 23-24.

401

SWEPCO Ex. 45 (Hodgson Reb.) at 19-20.
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this case. 402 Mr. Seltzer added that "it is not uncommon for utilities to utilize procedures and
adjustments that create potential normalization concerns that are only discovered and evaluated

after one or more dockets have concluded," sometimes after decades and multiple cases in which
they have been incorrectly computing deferred taxes. 403 In fact, he observed, the IRS had provided

a safe harbor for taxpayers to correct their respective violations, provided they did so in their first
available next rate case. 404 Accordingly, he explained, SWEPCO is raising its concerns in the
context of its first next available rate case-this docket. 405

The key weakness in SWEPCO's argument, as Staff argues, is the premise that the

tax-allocation payments should be deemed to have no impact on its rate base despite
Mr. Hodgson' s acknowledgment that SWEPCO' s rate base now includes assets that were funded

by the payments. 406 While SWEPCO insists that there is no net change to rate base because the
payments essentially sub stituted for debt and equity capital that otherwise would have financed

the assets, the payments have still impacted rate base by financing assets that either would have
been financed through other means or would not have been in rate base.

SWEPCO suggests a parallel between the tax-allocation payments and the cost-free capital
represented by ADFIT.407 Even ifboth are used similarly in financing rate base assets, SWEPCO's
ADFIT differs from its tax-allocation payments in that the amount of depreciation-related ADFIT
is specifically excluded from rate base under special rules founded on the notion that the ADFIT

is effectively a loan from the federal government whose benefits should be shared with customers
over the life of the associated assets. The tax-allocation payments, in contrast, represent cash from

SWEPCO's affiliates (and, in turn, the affiliates' customers) exchanged for the use of SWEPCO' s
NOLC ADFIT in reducing the affiliates' taxes and their customers' cost of service. The rationales

402

SWEPCO Ex. 45 (Hodgson Reb.) at 19; Tr. at 275-76.

403

SWEPCO Ex. 44 (Seltzer Reb.) at 7-8.

404 SWEPCO Ex. 44 (Seltzer Reb.) at 8.
405 SWEPCO Ex. 44 (Seltzer Reb.) at 8.
406 Staff Reply Brief at 13-16.

407 SWEPCO Reply Brief at 27.
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that require exclusion of ADFIT from rate base do not extend to the rate-base assets SWEPCO has

financed with its tax-allocation payments.

Thus, because the amount of the tax-allocation payments is now part of SWEPCO's rate

base, it follows that SWEPCO's NOLC ADFIT adjustment would duplicate rather than preserve
the rate impact of the NOLC ADFIT. In addition to the $455,122,490 now in rate base that

SWEPCO received in exchange for the NOLC ADFIT, SWEPCO' s rate base would be increased
by $455,122,490 again, through the adjustment's offsetting of ADFIT by that amount. Nothing in

PURA § 36.060 requires this double-counting, and allowing it would also violate normalization

principles by doubling the rate impact of the NOLC ADFIT. Staff"s proposal preserves the correct
rate impact of the NOLC AFDIT now that the tax-allocation payments are in rate base.

In the very least, disallowing SWEPCO's proposed adjustment does not "clearly violate"
normalization requirements. Although insisting that disallowance risks a violation finding,
Mr. Seltzer ultimately acknowledged that the IRS has not directly addressed the fact pattern

presented in this case. 408 Moreover, as Staff points out, 409 the IRS has recently issued guidance
stating, with regard to determining the portion ofNOLC attributable to depreciation, "[r]egulating

commissions have expertise in this area, and any reasonable method

should generally be

respected provided such method does not clearly violate normalization requirements." 410
Disallowing the adjustment to prevent a doubling of the NOLC ADFIT's rate-base impact is well

within these bounds of reasonableness.

Accordingly, the ALJs recommend that the Commission disallow SWEPCO' s proposed
adjustment to deduct the $455,122,490 NOLC ADFIT asset from its ADFIT balance. 411

408 SWEPCO Ex. 44 (Seltzer Reb.) at 9.
409 staff Reply Brief at 23.
410
411

Rev. Proc. 2020-39 at 8.

In light of this recommendation, the ALJs would not adopt Staffs alternative proposals to limit the adjustment
solely to NOLC ADFIT accruing since Docket No. 46449, to reduce the amount of the adjustment in light of the TCJA
rate cut, or to make the adjustment contingent on SWEPCO obtaining an IRS private-letter ruling. See Staff Initial
Brief at 29-30; Staff Reply Brief at 18, 23; Staff Ex. 3 (Stark Dir.) at 35, 41-42.
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Excess ADFIT

In contrast to ADFIT generally, which is a product of normalization and timing differences

in the recognition of income and expenses for tax versus book purposes, the excess ADFIT is also

a product of the TCJA's reduction of the corporate federal tax rate from 35% to 21%, effective

January 1, 2018, and SWEPCO's current rates, which were predicated on the former 35% tax rate
and thus collected more ADFIT from customers than the utility would ultimately pay the IRS at

the 21% tax rate.412 As SWEPCO acknowledges, it is obligated to return excess ADFIT to its
customers and, per Docket No. 46449, it has been tracking the amount as a regulatory liability. 413

More specifically, SWEPCO has been tracking and must return two types of TCJA excess ADFIT
to its customers: (1) "protected" or "normalized" excess ADFIT, which relates to temporary

differences from depreciation and must be amortized over the remaining useful lives of the
associated assets; and (2) "unprotected" excess ADFIT, which is not subj ect to the normalization

limitations. 414 SWEPCO and Staff agree that the refund amount should thus include both (1) the
accrued protected excess ADFIT amortization amounts for years 2018-2021, and (2) the
unprotected excess ADFIT balance for all years. 415 The protected excess ADFIT amortization

amounts for years 2022 going forward will be amortized through the income tax expense

calculation over the associated assets' useful lives. 416

Two disputes arose between SWEPCO and Staff concerning the utility' s calculation of the
excess ADFIT to be refunded to customers. The first concerns SWEPCO' s proposed adjustment
for NOLC ADFIT, discussed in the preceding section, which impacted both ADFIT generally and

412

SWEPCO Ex. 17 (Hodgson Dir.) at 21-22; Staff Ex. 3 (Stark Dir.) at 42.

413

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 29; SWEPCO Ex. 17 (Hodgson Dir.) at 21-22; Staff Ex. 3 (Stark Dir.) at 42.

414

SWEPCO Ex. 17 (Hodgson Dir.) at 22; Staff Ex. 3 (Stark Dir.) at 43,45.

415

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 29-30; SWEPCO Ex. 17 (Hodgson Dir.) at 22-23; Tr. at 403-05.

416

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 29-30; SWEPCO Ex. 17 (Hodgson Dir.) at 22-23; Tr. at 403-05; Staff Ex. 3 (Stark Dir.)

at 45.
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excess ADFIT. 417 SWEPCO acknowledges that both ofthese facets ofthe NOLC ADFIT issue are

controlled by the same analysis. 418

The second dispute concerns what both SWEPCO and Staff now describe as confusion
regarding the Texas Retail allocation factor and corresponding calculation of excess ADFIT

provided by SWEPCO in its Application. 419 Staff recommended several adjustments based on its

understanding of the allocation factor and resulting calculation. 420 In rebuttal, SWEPCO adjusted
its excess ADFIT calculation to reflect the 35.01% Texas Retail allocation factor established in

Docket No. 46449, which was in effect when the TCJA' s tax-rate change took effect. 421 SWEPCO
also revised some sub-ledger information that updated the excess ADFIT amount to be returned to

customers. 422 Staff acknowledges that SWEPCO' s rebuttal testimony "cleared up this specific
issue" and "does not oppose the use of the 35.01% Texas Retail allocation factor that was in effect

when the tax laws were changed." 423

In briefing, however, OPUC advocates the "updated" Texas jurisdictional factor of

36.94%, reasoning that the 35.01% factor "only captures the jurisdictional allocation as a snapshot
in time when the TCJA was passed." 424 The ALJs agree with the assessment of SWEPCO's
Mr. Hodgson that the 35.01% factor is appropriate, as it represented the Texas Retail allocation

that was in effect when the TCJA' s tax-rate cut took effect, thereby represents the proportion of
the total company deferred taxes that were included in the rates of Texas consumers, and therefore

is the proportion of excess ADFIT that should be returned to Texas customers. 425

417

SWEPCO Ex. 45 (Hodgson Dir.) at 21-26; Staff Ex. 3 (Stark Dir.) at 44.

418

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 30-31.

419

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 30; Staff Reply Brief at 24.

420 Staff Ex. 3 (Stark Dir.) at 42-47.
421

SWEPCO Ex. 45 (Hodgson Reb.) at 25-26.

422

Tr. at 564-65; SWEPCO Ex. 17B (Errata to Hodgson Dir.) at 24.

423 Staff Reply Brief at 24.
424

OPUC Initial Brief at 10.

425

SWEPCO Ex. 45 (Hodgson Reb.) at 25.
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Finally, there remains the question ofhow the excess ADFIT refund amount should be paid

to customers. As discussed previously, SWEPCO proposes to use the entire excess ADFIT refund
amount to offset the net book value of Dolet Hills, effecting an immediate recovery of most of the

plant' s remaining value. The ALJs have recommended instead that SWEPCO recover that value

under its current amortization schedule, first as depreciation on the plant (alongside return and
other costs of service) through the plant's retirement on December 31, 2021, and thereafter through

amortized recovery from a regulatory asset. Thus, the ALJs must now address alternative methods

or means by which SWEPCO should return the excess ADFIT refund amount. The parties

addressing that issue have proposed four alternative options:

•

Staff would have SWEPCO credit the balance against any amount owed by
customers because of the March 18, 2021 relate-back date in this proceeding, and
then return the remainder over a six-month period, with carrying charges at the
same WACC that is determined in this proceeding. 426

•

ETEC/NTEC would require SWEPCO to refund the balance over the four-year
period in which the rates are expected to remain in effect, with the balance
offsetting rate base (and thereby lowering rates) in the meantime. 427

•

TIEC would require SWEPCO to refund the balance over one year, with carrying
costs calculated using SWEPCO's regulated rate of return, on the balance from the

relate-back date. 428
•

OPUC would require: (1) the eligible protected excess ADFIT to be returned
through a one-time refund on SWEPCO customers' electricity bills within sixty
days of the final order in this case; and (2) the unprotected excess ADFIT to be
returned to customers through a separate tax-return rider, effective for two years
from the effective dates of the rates approved in this proceeding. 429 OPUC further
recommends that this tax-return rider include an additional monthly carrying charge
equal to the monthly WACC approved by the Commission in this proceeding. 430

426 Smff Ex. 3 (Stark Dir.) at 46-47.
427

ETEC/NTEC Initial Brief at 10-11; ETEC/NTEC Ex. 1 (Hunt Dir.) at 7-8.

428 TIEC Ex. 4 (LaConte Dir.) at 14-17; Tr. at 356-57.
429

OPUC Initial Brief at 9-10; OPUC Ex. 1 (Cannady Dir.) at 53-54.

430

OPUC Initial Brief at 10.
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The ALJs find it most reasonable to return the currently refundable excess ADFIT to

customers promptly, as opposed to extending those refunds over a period of years. As TIEC

witness LaConte observed, SWEPCO had been accruing and owing excess ADFIT for three

years. 431 Moreover, prompt refund is more likely to return the excess ADFIT to the same customers
who overpaid the taxes. As to specific method, the ALJs recommend Staff's approach, as it would

accomplish the refunds in no more than six months while having the added benefit of eliminating
or offsetting any surcharges that customers would owe due to the relate-back date, in effect an
immediate refund of the offsetting amount. Until the excess ADFIT is fully refunded, the balance

should accrue carrying costs equal to SWEPCO' s WACC, as Staff and other parties also

advocated.

In the event the Commission rejects SWEPCO's proposal to offset the refundable excess
ADFIT against Dolet Hills' net book value, SWEPCO's Mr. Baird proposed that the Commission

adopt Staff' s recommendation and that any refunds after offsetting the relate-back surcharge be
handled through a rate rider. 432 He observed that "a separate rider makes more sense," as "[tlhe
two components of the [excessl ADFIT are fixed, and not ongoing, so they should not be included

in base rates," and would also "allow for an exact refund, including applicable carrying costs." 433
The ALJs agree and recommend that a rider be used.

D.

Accumulated Depreciation [PO Issue 12]

SWEPCO's witness Cash and also Mr. Baird testified concerning SWEPCO' s calculations

of depreciation rates and accumulated depreciation amounts. 434 They explained that because
SWEPCO operates in multiple jurisdictions-FERC, Arkansas, and Louisiana, in addition to

Texas-the Company records depreciation expense based on a composite rate that results in a
431 TIEC Ex. 4 (LaConte Dir.) at 17.
432

SWEPCO Ex. 36 (Baird Reb.) at 24.

433

SWEPCO Ex. 36 (Baird Reb.) at 24.

434 SWEPCO Ex. 6 (Baird Dir.) at 43-44, SWEPCO Ex. 16 (Cash Dir.) at 8.
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blended accumulated depreciation balance, necessitating adjustments to reflect the amount of
accumulated depreciation as if SWEPCO had applied the Commission-approved rates to all of its

depreciable plant. 435 No party has contested SWEPCO's accumulated-depreciation calculation or
adjustments, which the ALJs recommend be approved.

E. Regulatory Assets and Liabilities [PO Issues 19, 21, 22, 41, 50]

1. Self-Insurance Reserve [PO Issues 19,40]

In its Application, SWEPCO requests to establish a self-insurance reserve under
PURA § 36.064.436 Through that provision, the Texas Legislature has authorized an electric utility

to self-insure all or part of a utility' s potential liability or catastrophic property loss that could not
have been reasonably anticipated and included under operating and maintenance expenses.437 The

Commission "shall approve a self-insurance plan under [ PURA § 36.064] if [it] finds that: (1) the

coverage is in the public interest; (2) the plan, considering all costs, is a lower cost alternative to
purchasing commercial insurance; and (3) ratepayers will receive the benefits of the savings." 438
The Commission's Cost of Service Rule describes a "self-insurance plan" as "a plan providing for

accruals to be credited to reserve accounts," which "are to be charged with property and liability
losses which occur, and which could not have been reasonably anticipated and included in
operating and maintenance expenses, and are not paid or reimbursed by commercial insurance." 439
The rule specifies that the Commission shall consider approving a self-insurance plan in a rate case
in which expenses or rate-base treatment is requested for such a plan. The Commission will

435 SWEPCO Ex. 6 (Baird Dir.) at 43-44, SWEPCO Ex. 16 (Cash Dir.) at 8.
436

SWEPCO Ex. 4 (Brice Dir.) at 10-12.

437

PURA § 36.064(a).

438

PURA § 36.064(b)

439

16 TAC § 25.231(b)(1)(G); see also PURA § 36.064(g) (Commission "shall adopt rules governing self-insumnce

under this section").
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approve such a plan "to the extent it finds it to be in the public interest." 440 The rule further
prescribes the following requirements regarding the finding of"public interest"

In order to establish that the plan is in the public interest, the electric utility must

present a cost benefit analysis performed by a qualified independent insurance
consultant who demonstrates that, with consideration of all costs, self-insurance is
a lower-cost alternative than commercial insurance and the ratepayers will receive
the benefits of the self insurance plan. The cost benefit analysis shall present a

detailed analysis of the appropriate limits of self insurance, an analysis of the
appropriate annual accruals to build a reserve account for self insurance, and the
level at which further accruals should be decreased or terminated. 441
SWEPCO's Mr. Brice testified that the idea of a self-insurance reserve was that "customers

pay a representative amount each year toward the reserve and that the variability of losses will be
averaged out over time through use of the reserve," which in his view was "the fairest means of
ensuring over time that customers pay for only actual costs incurred and that [SWEPCO] recovers

only its actual costs," and therefore in the best interests of both. 442 As for the particulars of
SWEPCO's proposed self-insurance reserve, Mr. Baird testified that SWEPCO' s proposal is
patterned after a catastrophe reserve approved by the Commission for AEP Texas in various rate

cases. 443 He explained that SWEPCO will utilize the reserve for a maj or storm for which
incremental expenses exceed $500,000 for a single event (as opposed to "small storms") and relate
to SWEPCO's Texas operations (i.e., a $1 million storm in East Texas but not one occurring in

Arkansas). 444 Mr. Baird opined that this self-insurance reserve was warranted because major storm

costs are beyond SWEPCO's control or ability to predict. 445

440

16 TAC § 25.231(b)(1)(G); see also PURA § 36.064(g) (Commission "shall adopt rules governing self-insumnce

under this section").
441

16 TAC § 25.231(b)(1)(G).

442 SWEPCO Ex. 4 (Brice Dir.) at 11.
443

SWEPCO Ex. 6 (Baird Dir.) at 12-13.

444 SWEPCO Ex. 6 (Baird Dir.) at 13.
445 SWEPCO Ex. 6 (Baird Dir.) at 13.
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Mr. Baird also described the accounting SWEPCO would implement for the reserve. He

explained that SWEPCO would fund the reserve through monthly charges against its O&M

expense and charge against the reserve when an eligible maj or storm event caused more than
$500,000 in incremental O&M losses, which would include costs and charges incurred in

restoration work in response to the storm but excluding capitalized costs and regular labor. 446
Mr. Baird added that in future rate filings, SWEPCO would treat the reserve amount as a reduction
to its Texas jurisdictional rate base ifthe amounts credited to the reserve exceed the charges against

it (i. e., there is an excess or regulatory liability) and add the reserve amount to rate base if charges

exceed credits (i. e., there is a shortage or regulatory asset). 447

In further support of its proposal, SWEPCO presented the testimony of Gregory Wilson, a
consulting actuary specializing in property-casualty actuarial matters.448 Mr. Wilson proposed an
annual accrual of $1,689,700 to fund the reserve and a target reserve level of $3,560,000.449 He

explained that the annual accrual figure included two components, the first ofwhich was $799,700

to provide for average annual expected losses from storms with transmission and distribution
losses of at least $500,000.45~ Mr. Wilson stated that $799,700 represented the expected value of

the annual losses incurred from all storm damage, calculated by running the loss history from 2000
through March 2021 through a "Monte Carlo simulation" (a statistical technique incorporating a

computer program to simulate loss experience over a longer period of time), then adjusted to reflect
current conditions and current cost levels. 451

But because this figure represented only the average annual expected loss from storm

damage, Mr. Wilson added, additional reserves needed to be built up to account for extreme or

catastrophic storm events that could occur in a given year and vary significantly from the average

446

SWEPCO Ex. 6 (Baird Dir.) at 13-14.

447

SWEPCO Ex. 6 (Baird Dir.) at 14.

448

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 1-2.

449

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 4.

450

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 4.

451

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 5-6.
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losses. 452 According to Mr. Wilson, his recommended target reserve level of $3,560,000
represented the amount of 0&M expense expected to result from a 25-year storm with total losses

of at least $500,000, calculated through a Monte Carlo simulation. 453 He opined that this reserve

level should be carried by SWEPCO to make an actuarially sound provision for coverage of

self-insured losses. 454 Mr. Wilson further proposed that this reserve level be built up over four
years (corresponding to SWEPCO's anticipated rate-filing schedule), with one-fourth of the total

paid in each year ($890,000). 455 This figure represented the second component of Mr. Wilson' s
recommended annual accrual, and with the $799,700 for average annual expected losses comprised

the $1,689,700 total annual accrual. 456

Three intervenors oppose some aspect of SWEPCO's self-insurance reserve proposal.
TIEC and OPUC contend that SWEPCO's target reserve and annual accrual should be smaller
than SWEPCO proposes.457 CARD, later joined by TIEC, argue that SWEPCO's proposal should

be disallowed altogether because SWEPCO failed to present a valid or sufficient cost-benefit

analysis as required by Commission rule. 458 The ALJs agree with CARD and TIEC that
SWEPCO's proof falls short of this requirement.

Under the Commission' s rule, SWEPCO was required to "present a cost benefit analysis

performed by a qualified independent insurance consultant" who, among other things,

"demonstrates that, with consideration of all costs, self-insurance is a lower-cost alternative than
commercial insurance and the ratepayers will receive the benefits of the self insurance plan." 459
To meet this requirement and others under the rule, SWEPCO relied on the testimony of
452

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 5,7-8.

453

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 8.

454

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 8.

455

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 9.

456

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 9.

457

OPUC Initial Brief at 5-6; OPUC Ex. 1 (Cannady Dir.) at 45-47; TIEC Initial Brief at 15-16; TIEC Ex. 4 (LaConte
Dir.) at 18-22.
458

CARD Initial Brief at 11-12; CARD Ex. 2 (M. Garrett Dir.) at 37-39; TIEC Initial Brief at 13-15.

459

16 TAC § 25.231(b)(1)(G).
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Mr. Wilson, and there is no dispute that he is a "qualified independent insurance consultant." To

demonstrate that, with consideration of all costs, self-insurance is a lower-cost alternative than
commercial insurance and the ratepayers will receive the benefits of the self-insurance plan,
Mr. Wilson evaluated (1) "the manner in which insurance companies set premiums" and (2) "an

actual comparison to estimated insurance premiums for the self-insurance coverage." 460 Regarding
the first consideration, Mr. Wilson testified that a self-insurance reserve would avoid incurring

costs incurred by insurance companies beyond those merely for losses and loss-related expenses,
such as premium taxes and other state-imposed fees, a profit, commission payments to insurance
agents or brokers who placed the business, underwriting costs, marketing, and overhead. 461 As for
"an actual comparison to estimated insurance premiums for the self-insurance coverage,"
Mr. Wilson' s testimony consisted of the following:

Comparing the cost of self-insurance versus the cost of buying insurance is another
way to establish that it is more cost effective for SWEPCO to self-insure. My
understanding is that private coverage continues to be prohibitively expensive. As
a result, the only conclusion is that commercial insurance is not economically
available and the only way to protect SWEPCO' s assets is through
self-insurance. 462
During the hearing, Mr. Wilson acknowledged that he had not "present[edi a number" to

quantify the cost of commercial insurance. 463 However, he stated his belief that commercial

insurance would always be more expensive than self- insurance for a Texas utility with respect to
the type of coverage for transmission and distribution lines that SWEPCO' s proposal would

address. 464 As forthe basis forthis belief, he testified that "I think the last time I remember getting
a quote is probably three or four years ago," but he could not remember which insurance company
had provided it, and believed it would have been for a utility other than SWEPCO. 465 On this

460

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 10.

461

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 11.

462

SWEPCO Ex. 28 (Wilson Dir.) at 12.

463

Tr. at 284,290,292.

464

Tr. at 286-87.

465

Tr. at 289-90.
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occasion, according to Mr. Wilson, he "was told that the deductible alone was worth more than

the self-insurance cost, and the premium was even higher." 466 He added that " [slince then I've had

a lot of problems getting companies to [givel quotes because the brokers don't want to give the
quotes knowing that it' s going to be very expensive and knowing that people aren't going to buy
it."467 Within a month of his testimony, Mr. Wilson added, he had communicated with someone

with SWEPCO (he couldn't recall whom) to form his "understanding that private coverage

continues to be prohibitively expensive." 468 However, he did not know whether SWEPCO had

conducted a study, survey, or any analysis about the cost of commercial insurance and
acknowledged that he had not identified any specific insurance companies or how much more
expensive their insurance would have been. 469

SWEPCO maintains that it is enough for Mr. Wilson to state that commercial insurance

would always be more expensive than self-insuring, further insisting that "[tlhere is simply no

contested fact issue whether self-insurance is lower cost than commercial insurance." 470 Yet even
if this testimony, founded as it is on anecdotal accounts and consisting only of broad generality,
would suffice as competent evidence that commercial insurance is more expensive than
self- insurance , the ALJs cannot conclude that it " present [ sl a cost benefit analysis performed by a

qualified independent insurance consultant who demonstrates that, with consideration qfall costs,

self-insurance is a lower-cost alternative than commercial insurance," as the Commission has
required. In the very least, the analysis would need to demonstrate why or how the cost of

commercial insurance would exceed the specific costs of SWEPCO's proposal, which are not

inconsiderable and include establishing a reserve that more than doubles the annual cost levels. 471
There is simply nothing in the analysis to show why or how SWEPCO's specific costs, or any

466

Tr. at 289-90.

467

Tr. at 291.

468

Tr. at 289-90.

469

Tr. at 289-90.

470 SWEPCO Reply Brief at 34.
471 CARD Ex. 2 (M. Garrett Dir.) at 38.
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other specific cost amount, would compare to commercial insurance alternatives. 472 Nor is there
any demonstration that "the ratepayers will receive the benefits of the self insurance plan," also a
requirement of the Commission's rule.

Because the cost-benefit analysis is made a prerequisite to the Commission' s finding that

a self-insurance plan is in the public interest, 473 and PURA requires that public-interest finding as
a condition of plan approval,474 the ALJs recommend that the Commission deny approval to

SWEPCO's self-insurance plan.

2.

Hurricane Laura Costs [PO Issues 36,37,38,39]

SWEPCO requests authorization to charge its Texas jurisdictional Hurricane Laura

restoration costs against the self-insurance reserve for which it is seeking approval. 475 No party
has opposed this proposal, aside from the challenges brought by CARD and TIEC to the

self-insurance reserve's approval. Because the ALJs have recommended that the Commission deny
such approval due to the absence of the required cost-benefit analysis, the ALJs also recommend

denial of SWEPCO' s requested authorization to charge Hurricane Laura costs against that reserve.

VI. RATE OF RETURN [PO ISSUES 4,5,7,8,9]
A.

Return on Equity [PO Issue 8]

The ROE is the return that investors require to make an equity investment in a firm. For

regulated public utilities, regulation acts as a substitute for market competition in setting the

472

The ALJs are required to rely only on the evidence and matters officially noticed, see Tex. Gov't Code

§ 2001.141(c), and both are lacking here with regard to the relative pricing.
473

16 TAC § 25.231(b)(1)(G).

474

PURA § 36.064(b)

475 SWEPCO Ex. 4 (Brice Dir.) at 11-12.
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utility's ROE. The U.S. Supreme Court has set forth a minimum constitutional standard governing

equity returns for utility investors:
From the investor or company point of view it is important that there be enough

revenue not only for operating expenses but also for the capital costs of the
business. These include service on the debt and dividends on the stock. By that

standard the return to the equity owner should be commensurate with returns on
investments in other enterprises having corresponding risks. That return, moreover,

should be sufficient to assure confidence in the financial integrity of the enterprise,
so as to maintain its credit and to attract capital. 476
Thus, a utility must have a reasonable opportunity to earn a return that is: (1) commensurate with

returns on equity investments in enterprises having comparable risks; (2) sufficient to assure

confidence in the financial soundness ofthe utility's operations; and (3) adequate to attract capital
at reasonable rates, thereby enabling it to provide safe, reliable service. The allowed ROE should

enable the utility to finance capital expenditures at reasonable rates and maintain its financial
flexibility during the period in which the rates are expected to remain in effect.

SWEPCO, Staff, CARD, and TIEC presented experts who testified as to the appropriate

ROE for SWEPCO given the current market conditions and SWEPCO's current financial situation.
They used similar mathematical methodologies to estimate the appropriate ROE for SWEPCO,
including the constant growth discounted cash flow (DCF) methodology, the multi-stage DCF

methodology, versions ofthe risk premium approach, and the capital asset pricing model (CAPM).
Each of these experts also addressed recent economic conditions and how they affect the

mathematically derived recommendations.

476
Federal Power Comm 'n v. Hope Natural Gas Co ., 310 U . S. 591, 603 ( 1944 ); see also Bluefield Waterworks &
Improvement Co. v. Pub. Serv. Comm 'n of W. Va., 161 U . S. 619, 692 - 93 ( 1923 ) (" A public utility is entitled to such

rates as will permit it to earn a return on the value of the property which it employs for the convenience of the public
equal to that generally being made at the same time and in the same general part of the country on investments in other
business undertakings which are attended by corresponding risks and uncertainties; but it has no constitutional right
to profits such as are realized or anticipated in highly profitable enterprises or speculative ventures. The return should

be reasonably sufficient to assure confidence in the financial soundness of the utility and should be adequate, under
efficient and economical management, to maintain and support its credit and enable it to raise the money necessary
for the proper discharge of its public duties.").
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Applying these analytical techniques resulted in varying ROE recommendations from the

experts, as shown in the table below.
Summary of Witnesses' ROE Recommendations 477

ROE RANGE

ROE

WITNESS

LOW

HIGH

RECOMMENDATION

J. Randall Woolridge (CARD)

7.60%

9.15%

9.00%

Michael Gorman (TIEC)

8.90%

9.35%

9.15%

9.05%

9.35%

9.225%

10.32%

11.43%

10.35%

Mark Filarowicz (Staff)

478

Dylan D'Ascendis (SWEPCO) 479

In addition, Walmart presented testimony regarding recent ROEs approved in Texas and

nationally, and recommended an ROE "no higher than 9.60%."48~ It is with this backdrop that the

ALJs discuss the appropriate ROE for SWEPCO on a going forward basis, which the ALJs find is
9.45%.

1.

Proxy Group

Because SWEPCO is not a publicly traded company, it is necessary to establish a group of

companies that are publicly traded and comparable to SWEPCO in certain fundamental business
and financial respects to serve as its "proxy" in the ROE estimation process. Both financial theory

and legal precedent support the use of comparable companies within a proxy group to determine a

477 Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 28; TIEC Ex. 3 (GormanDir.) at 54; CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 54; SWEPCO
Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at Schedule DWD-1 at 2. OPUC and Nucor support the recommendations of intervenors and
Staff. OPUC Initial Brief at 12-14; Nucor Initial Brief at 3-4.
478

As discussed below, Mr. Filarowicz's recommended ROE includes a 12.5 basis point downward adjustment under
PURA § 36.052 due to SWEPCO's alleged poor quality of service and management. Mr. Filarowicz's unadjusted
ROE recommendation is 9.35%.
479

In rebuttal, Mr. D'Ascendis updated his analysis, which resulted in a revised ROE range of 10.43% to 11.26%,
but his overall ROE recommendation of 10.35% remained unchanged. SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 9-10,
Schedule DWD-lR at 2.
480

Walmart Ex. 1 (Perry) at 4.
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utility's ROE, and all of the ROE witnesses in this case who conducted mathematical analyses

relied on proxy groups to estimate a required ROE for SWEPCO.

SWEPCO witness D'Ascendis performed his analyses using two proxy groups. First, the

"Utility Proxy Group," which consisted of certain vertically integrated electric utilities in the
Value Line Investment Survey (Value Line) that met a number of screening criteria.481 His Utility

Proxy Group included 14 companies, the makeup of which changed slightly on rebuttal because
Mr. D'Ascendis removed one company, PNM Resources, Inc., that had agreed to a strategic
merger, and added one company, Evergy, Inc., that at the time of his direct testimony was subject

to rumors of a possible merger that did not materialize. 482

Mr. D'Ascendis's second proxy group is the "Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group," which

consisted of 45 domestic, non-price regulated firms that he concluded were comparable in total
risk to the Utility Proxy Group. 483 To determine the comparable risk of the companies, he used
two screening criteria: (1) their Beta coefficients (a measure of risk) must lie within plus or minus
two standard deviations of the average unadjusted Beta coefficients of the Utility Proxy Group;
and (2) the residual standard errors ofthe Value Line regressions which gave rise to the unadjusted
Beta coefficients must lie within plus or minus two standard deviations of the average residual

standard error of the Utility Proxy Group.

In contrast, CARD, TIEC, and Staff used proxy groups composed only of electric utility
companies. CARD witness Woolridge used two proxy groups. The first was based on different
screening criteria than those used by Mr. D'Ascendis for his Utility Proxy Group and produced a
proxy group of 27 publicly held electric utility companies. Dr. Woolridge's second proxy group is

the same as Mr. D'Ascendis's initial Utility Proxy Group. 484 TIEC witness Gorman also used the

481

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 19-20.

482

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 8.

483

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 48-49.

484 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 18. Mr. Woolridge's testimony states that he used Mr. D'Ascendis's Utility Proxy
Group, but he appears to have excluded PNM Resources, Inc. See id, Exh. JRW-3.
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same companies as in Mr. D'Ascendis' s initial Utility Proxy Group, but with one exception-he
removed PNM Resources, Inc. due to its reported merger. 485 Finally, Staff witness Filarowicz

developed his proxy group by starting with all the electric utility companies covered by Value
Line' s Ratings and Reports and then applying slightly different screening criteria than those

employed by Mr. D'Ascendis.486 He arrived at a proxy group of 20 companies, which had some

overlap with Mr. D'Ascendis's Utility Proxy Group.

There was little dispute among the parties about the composition of the proxy groups

comprised of electric utility companies. However, CARD and TIEC urge rejection of
Mr. D'Ascendis' s Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group. 487 According to CARD, the companies in

the group are not truly comparable to SWEPCO, and Mr. D'Ascendis used this separate group

solely to inflate his recommendation regarding SWEPCO' s ROE. CARD witness Woolridge

identified two fundamental flaws with the group: (1) while many of the companies are large and
successful, their lines of business are vastly different from the regulated electric utility business
and they do not operate in a highly regulated environment; and (2) the DCF equity cost rate

estimates are overstated due to an alleged upward bias in the earnings-per-share growth-rate
forecasts of Wall Street analysts, which is particularly severe for non-utility companies. 488

TIEC points out that Mr. D'Ascendis conducted the same analyses for both of his proxy

groups, but the Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group produced higher ROE results.489 In addition,
Mr. D'Ascendis selected the companies in his Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group based solely on
two quantitative measures-the Betas and the residual standard error of the regression-but when

viewed from a qualitative perspective, the group includes many companies that simply are not
comparable. For example, TIEC witness Gorman testified that the Non-Price Regulated Proxy
485 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 25.
486

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 13-15.

487

TIEC Initial Brief at 39-40; CARD Initial Brief at 20,37-38. Staff also concurs with CARD's analysis of why
Mr. D'Ascendis's Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group is inappropriate for estimating cost of equity. Staff Reply Brief

at 29-30.
488 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 79.
489

TIEC Initial Brief at 39.
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Group contained large technology firms such as Apple and Alphabet, and that it is not credible to
believe these firms have a similar operating and business risk as SWEPCO.49~ At the hearing,
Mr. D'Ascendis acknowledged that the companies in his Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group

operate in a competitive marketplace and do not provide essential services, 491 which, according to
TIEC, makes them significantly more risky than regulated utilities.

Further, TIEC witness Gorman testified that to draw a valid comparison between SWEPCO
and the Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group requires more than similar Betas; rather, it is necessary

to show that the companies have comparable risk factors that are commonly used by investment
professionals to compare risk between different investment alternatives. 492 TIEC asserts that
Mr. D'Ascendis' s use of a non-price-regulated proxy group has been rejected by other regulatory

commissions, including the Public Service Commission of Maryland and the Pennsylvania Public

Utility Commission, 493 and should similarly be rej ected here.

However, SWEPCO contends that, because the purpose of rate regulation is to be a

substitute for marketplace competition, non-price-regulated firms operating in the competitive
marketplace make an excellent proxy if they are comparable in total risk to the utility proxy

group. 494 SWEPCO points out that Dr. Woolridge agreed that SWEPCO must compete with
non-price-regulated companies for equity investment. 495 Thus, while these companies provide
different products than SWEPCO, they represent SWEPCO' s competition for equity investment.
SWEPCO asserts that both of Mr. D'Ascendis' s proxy groups have a comparable, though not

identical, risk profile to SWEPCO.

490 TIECEx. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 78.
491

Tr. at 903,933.

492 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 78.
493

TIEC Ex. 51, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Order dated April 16, 2020, at Bates 026; TIEC Ex. 52,
Public Service Commission of Maryland Order dated March 22, 2019, at Bates 029-030.
494

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 37.

495

SWEPCO Reply Brief at 44 (citing Tr. at 1006).
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DCF Analysis

a.

Constant Growth DCF Analysis

To analyze SWEPCO' s cost ofequity capital, each ofthe ROE witnesses performed a DCF
analysis. The DCF approach is based on the theory that a stock's current price represents the
present value of all expected future cash flows. In its most general form, the DCF model is

expressed as follows:

po =

Dl + D2 +...+ Dn

(1+k)1 (1+k)2

(1+k)n

Where Po represents the current stock price; Di, D2, and Dn are the dividends in (respectively)

years 1, 2, and future years (n); and k is the expected discount rate, or required ROE. If it is

reasonable to assume that earnings and dividends will grow at a constant rate, the equation can be
simplified and rearranged to ascertain the required ROE:

k = Di + g

Po
This is commonly referred to as the "constant growth DCF" model in which the first term (Di/I?o)

is the expected dividend yield and the second term (g) is the expected long-term growth rate.

For his DCF analysis, SWEPCO witness D'Ascendis calculated the dividend yield using

his proxy companies' dividends as of July 31, 2020, divided by the average closing market price

for the 60 trading days ended July 31, 2020, adjusted to reflect the fact that dividends are paid
periodically (e.g., quarterly) instead of continuously. 496 For the growth rate, Mr. D'Ascendis used
analysts' five-year forecasts of earnings-per-share growth from Value Line, Zacks Investment
Research (Zacks), and Yahoo! Finance (Yahoo!). 497 He explained that using analysts' earnings-

496 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 26.
497 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 27.
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per-share forecasts is appropriate because over the long run, there can be no growth in dividends
per share without growth in earnings per share. The mean result of applying his constant growth

DCF model to his Utility Proxy Group was 8.63%, the median result was 8.82%, and the average

of the two was 8.73%. 498 In rebuttal, Mr. D'Ascendis updated his DCF analysis to reflect more
current conditions, resulting in 9.32% as the average of his mean and median results.499 Mr.
D'Ascendis applied his constant growth DCF model in an identical manner to the Non-Price

Regulated Proxy Group, which resulted in a common equity cost rate of 11.50% (updated to

11.62% on rebuttal). 500

CARD witness Woolridge relied primarily on his DCF analysis to estimate SWEPCO' s

cost of equity. 501 He calculated the dividend yields for the companies in his proxy groups using
the current annual dividend and the 30-day, 90-day, and 180-day average stock prices. 502
Dr. Woolridge next adjusted the dividend yield by one-half (1/2) of the expected growth to reflect
growth over the coming year.503 For his growth rate, Dr. Woolridge considered several sources.
He reviewed Value Line' s five- and ten-year historical and projected growth rate estimates for

earnings per share, dividends per share, and book value per share. 504 He also used the average
earnings-per-share growth-rate forecasts of Wall Street analysts as provided by Yahoo!, Zacks,

and S&P Cap IQ.505 Lastly, he assessed prospective growth as measured by prospective earnings

retention rates and earned returns on common equity.506

498 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 27.
499

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 9, Table 1.

500

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 49-50; SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at Schedule DWD-lR at 36.

501 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 28,54.
502 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 29.
503 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 32-33.
504 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 33,38-39.
505 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 33-34.
506 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 34.
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Although he incorporates them in his analysis, Dr. Woolridge warned against relying

exclusively on earnings-per-share forecasts prepared by Wall Street analysts in identifying a DCF
growth rate, as they are upwardly biased.507 According to Dr. Woolridge, this upward bias has

been demonstrated by a number of academic studies, and was confirmed by a study he performed

of forecasted versus actual long-term earnings-per-share growth rates for electric utilities over the
1985 to 2019 time period.508 In that study, he found that the mean forecasted earnings-per-share

growth rate was over 200 basis points above the actual earnings-per-share growth rate for utilities.
To account for this bias, Dr. Woolridge adjusted his DCF growth rate downward. 509

After considering these factors, Dr. Woolridge concluded that, for his proxy group, the

appropriate proj ected growth rate is in the range of 5.0% to 5.5%, and he used the midpoint, 5.25%,
as his DCF growth rate. 510 For Mr. D'Ascendis' s Utility Proxy Group, Dr. Woolridge determined
that the appropriate growth rate is 5.00%, which is the value he used in his DCF analysis for that

group. Overall, Dr. Woolridge concluded that his DCF analysis suggested a cost of equity of 9.15%
for his proxy group and 9.00% for Mr. D'Ascendis's Utility Proxy Group. 511

TIEC witness Gorman's constant growth DCF model used his proxy group's 13-week

average stock price and most recently reported quarterly dividends, along with a 5.46% growth

rate, which was based on the mean of professional securities analysts' growth estimates for those
companies.512 The resulting average and median constant growth DCF returns for the proxy group

were 9.43% and 9.35%, respectively. 513

507 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 36. CARD clarifies that Dr. Woolridge does not eschew the use of projected

growth in earnings per share, but instead cautions againstblind reliance on suchprojections because it leads to inflated
ROEs. CARD Reply Brief at 14.
508 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 36-37.

" CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 38.

510 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 40.
511 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 41.
512 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 28-30, Exh. MPG-4.
513 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 30, Exh. MPG-5.
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Mr. Gorman also ran a sustainable growth DCF model. This model is based on the principle

that a utility' s earnings will grow over time as it invests in additional utility plant and equipment,

which enables it to earn its authorized return on a larger total rate base. 514 To estimate the
sustainable growth in SWEPCO's rate base, Mr. Gorman looked to the proportion oftotal earnings

that his proxy group retained for reinvestment rather than paying out in dividends. 515 He found
that, on average, the sustainable growth rate for SWEPCO's proxy group is 4.50%.516 Performing
a DCF analysis using this sustainable growth rate resulted in average and median ROE results of

8.44% and 8.45%, respectively. 517

Staff witness Filarowicz testified that the purpose of a DCF method is not to measure the

rate at which SWEPCO will actually grow (which is primarily a function of economic conditions,

management ability, regulatory actions, etc.), but rather the growth expectations that investors

have embodied in the current price of the stock. 518 Because of the relationship between earnings
growth and dividends growth, the growth rates Mr. Filarowicz used in his constant growth DCF

analysis were the proj ected earnings growth rates for each of the proxy companies as forecasted
by Value Line and Zacks. 519 Over the entire period Mr. Filarowicz modeled for his constant growth

DCF analysis, he used the average of analysts' estimates for the proxy group's earnings growth

over the next five years. 520 His constant growth DCF analysis produced ROE estimates ranging

from 6.59% to 12.00%, with a 75th percentile of 9.38%. 521

514 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 31.
515 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 31, Exh. MPG-6.
516 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 32, Exh. MPG-7
517 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 32, Exh. MPG-8
518

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 19.

519

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 19.

520

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 18.

521

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 21, 28. For his DCF analyses, Mr. Filarowicz used the 75th percentile results in
light of the current low interest rate environment, the proxy group he selected, and the nature of SWEPCO' s
operations. Id at 21-22. He noted that the 75th percentile results are in accordance with recent trends in authorized
ROEs approved by the Commission and across the country.
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Ofthe intervenor and StaffROE experts, only CARD witness Woolridge raised significant
concerns with Mr. D'Ascendis' s DCF analysis. In contrast, TIEC specifically notes that

Mr. D'Ascendis' s DCF analysis produces a reasonable estimate of SWEPCO's cost of equity

(ranging from 8.73% in his direct testimony to 9.32% in his rebuttal testimony). 522

CARD criticizes Mr. D'Ascendis for seemingly giving very little, if any, weight to his DCF

results, pointing out that his mean DCF result for his proxy group is 8.73%, yet his overall
recommendation is 167 basis points higher at 10.35%.523 Had Mr. D'Ascendis given his resulting

8.73% any weight, CARD contends he would have arrived at a much lower recommendation for
his estimated cost of equity. Additionally, CARD notes that Mr. D'Ascendis relied exclusively on

Wall Street analysts' and Value Line' s forecasts of growth rates in earnings per share, which
Dr. Woolridge testified produce overly optimistic and upwardly biased results. 524 According to

CARD, it is not likely that investors rely exclusively on such forecasts to the exclusion of other
growth-rate measures in arriving at their expected growth rates for equity investments. Further, as

Dr. Woolridge testified, the appropriate growth rate in the DCF model is the dividend growth rate

rather than the earnings growth rate. Thus, in determining SWEPCO' s ROE, and serving as a

substitute for competition, it is necessary to give consideration to other indicators of growth,
including historical and prospective dividend growth, internal growth, and projected earnings
growth. And, in light of their inaccuracy, CARD urges that limited weight be given to analysts'

projected earnings-per-share growth rates.

However, SWEPCO disagrees with CARD's contentions regarding analyst bias. As
Mr. D'Ascendis explained, the bias of analyst-projected earnings-per-share growth rates for
companies comparable in size to the average company in Dr. Woolridge' s and Mr. D'Ascendis' s
proxy groups is very small, -0.009 (mean) and -0.003 (median).525 Moreover, the forecast errors

for analyst-projected earnings-per-share growth rates for the average company in the S&P 500 are
522

TIEC Initial Brief at 32; TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 64.

523

CARD Initial Brief at 30.

524 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 60.

525 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 121-22.
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also small, -0.015 (mean) and 0.007 (median). Thus, the growth rates used by Mr. D'Ascendis are

highly accurate and have a low "bias."
SWEPCO also critiqued CARD's and TIEC's DCF analyses. 526 As to CARD, SWEPCO
asserts that Dr. Woolridge's primary reliance on his DCF results is problematic because current

market conditions cause the DCF model to understate investors' expected return.527 Additionally,

according to SWEPCO, Dr. Woolridge misapplied his DCF. In particular, he used retention growth

rates (also called sustainable growth rates), which are inappropriate because: (1) they introduce
increased potential for forecasting errors; (2) they are circular in nature in that to estimate the
required ROE for a particular company, the model itself first requires an estimate of the earned

ROE; and (3) they assume that increasing retention ratios are associated with increasing future

growth, which is empirically incorrect. 528

SWEPCO further contends that Dr. Woolridge used proj ected earnings-per-share growth

rates-despite criticizing their use-and misapplied them. 529 Dr. Woolridge used proj ected growth
rates of 5.25% and 5.00%, based on an acceptable range of 5.00% to 5.50%, for his and
Mr. D'Ascendis' s proxy groups, respectively. Yet the range of growth rates based on the projected
earnings-per-share growth rates from his sources of Value Line, Yahoo!, Zacks, and

S&P Capital IQ are 5.2% to 6.0%, and 4.8% to 5.9%, for the two proxy groups, respectively. 530
Taking the midpoint of those respective ranges results in corrected DCF results for
Dr. Woolridge' s and Mr. D'Ascendis' s proxy groups of 9.53% and 9.37%, according to

SWEPCO. 531

526

SWEPCO witness D'Ascendis testified that, while he disagrees with Staff witness Filarowicz's use of the
multi-stage DCF model (discussed below), Mr. Filarowicz's indicated ROE using the DCF model of 9.35% is
comparable to Mr. D'Ascendis's updated DCF model result of 9.32%. SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 32.
527

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 46-47; SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 109-11.

528 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 55-59, 123.
529

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 47.

530 See CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.), Exh. JRW-7 at 4-5.
531

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 47.
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With respect to TIEC, SWEPCO notes that Mr. Gorman' s constant growth DCF results
(9.43% average) are comparable to Mr. D'Ascendis's DCF results. 532 However, Mr. Gorman' s

sustainable growth DCF results (8.44% average) are too low and as a consequence unreasonably
lower his overall DCF recommendation. Citing Morin and Financial Analysts Journal,
Mr. D'Ascendis testified that the sustainable growth model has numerous flaws, including its

reliance on a positive relationship between retention ratios and future earnings when the evidence
suggests there is a negative relationship between the two. 533

b.

Multi-Stage DCF Analysis

TIEC witness Gorman and Staff witness Filarowicz also performed a multi-stage DCF
analysis. The multi-stage DCF model is an extension of the constant growth version and reflects

the possibility of non-constant growth for a company over time. 534 The multi-stage DCF model

enables the analyst to specify different growth rates over two or three distinct stages.

Mr. Gorman's multi-stage DCF model used three growth periods: (1) a short-term growth

period consisting of the first five years; (2) a transition period, consisting of the next five years
(years six through ten); and (3) a long-term growth period starting in year eleven through
perpetuity.535 His multi-stage DCF model reflected that, while a utility may experience periods of

high or low short-term growth, its growth rate will eventually regress toward a long-term

sustainable rate. 536 To model this expectation, Mr. Gorman's analysis started with the consensus
economists' growth rate projections he used in his constant growth DCF (5.46%), which represent
reasonable investor expectations for the next five years. Then, for years six through ten, he adjusted

the proxy group' s growth rates halfway toward the long-term sustainable growth rate of 4.35%,
based on economists' projections for total gross domestic product (GDP) growth. For years eleven

532

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 51.

533 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 56-57.
534 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 33.
535 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 33.
536

TIEC Initial Brief at 24-25.
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and after, Mr. Gorman projected growth at the long-term sustainable rate of 4.35%. Mr. Gorman
testified that the GDP growth rate is a conservative proxy for the long-term growth rate because

the long-term growth of a utility cannot exceed the growth rate of the economy in which it sells
goods and services.537 His resulting multi-stage DCF analysis produced average and median ROEs

of 8.56% and 8.72%, respectively. 538
Staff witness Filarowicz' s multi-stage DCF analysis used two stages. 539 The first stage

covered five years and used the same analysts' estimates he used in his constant growth analysis.
The second stage, which covered years six through the end of the period studied (year 150), used

an expected long-run nominal growth rate of 5.13%, consisting ofthe 3.13% peryear average real
growth-rate of GDP for the period 1950 through 2020 as calculated from data reported by the
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, and the 2.00% rate of inflation forecast by the Board of

Governors ofthe Federal Reserve System. 540 Mr. Filarowicz' s multi-stage DCF analysis produced
ROE estimates ranging from 7.26% to 9.99%, with a 75th percentile of 9.3 1%. 541

Mr. D'Ascendis criticized the use of the multi-stage DCF for utilities. 542 He testified that

the multi-stage DCF model is inapplicable to utilities because they are not in a growth stage, but a

mature "steady-state" stage, which is characterized by limited, slightly attractive investment
opportunities and steady earnings growth, dividend payout ratios, and ROEs.543 Mr. Filarowicz' s

multi-stage DCF analysis produced results comparable to Mr. D'Ascendis' s updated constant

growth DCF model result of 9.32%.544 However, SWEPCO contends Mr. Gorman' s multi-stage

537 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 34-37.
538 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 40.
539

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 19-20.

540

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 20.

541 Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 21, 28.
542

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 60-61.

543

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 51; SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 60-61.

544 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 32.
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DCF produced unreasonably low results, and consequently, unreasonably lowered his overall DCF

recommendation. 545

TIEC responded that, while utilities may not have the explosive growth of less mature

industries, they do experience periods of relatively higher growth. 546 As Mr. Gorman explained,
when utilities undertake large capital expenditure programs, their rate base grows rapidly, which

accelerates earnings growth. 547 Once a major construction cycle levels off, rate base growth slows,
and earnings growth also drops to a lower sustainable rate. Currently, as reported by Standard and
Poor' s (S&P), utilities are in a period of high capital investment that is expected to taper off. 548
Thus, the current average projected growth rate of 5.46% is not expected to be sustained over the

long term. 549 That utilities are a relatively mature industry experiencing only modestly high growth

is captured by the limited difference between the short-term and long-term growth rates that
Mr. Gorman used. 550

3.

Risk Premium Analysis

The risk premium approach is based on the basic financial tenet that investors require

greater returns for bearing greater risk. Common equity capital has greater investment risk than

debt capital, as common equity shareholders are behind debt holders in any claim on a company' s
assets and earnings. To compensate for bearing that additional risk, equity investors require a
premium over the return they would have earned as a bondholder. Risk premium approaches

estimate the cost of equity as the sum of the equity risk premium and the yield on a particular class
of bonds. The equity risk premium is not directly observable, so it typically is estimated using a

variety of approaches.

545

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 51.

546

TIEC Reply Brief at 16.

547 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 33.
548

TIEC Ex. 3B (Gonnan Conf. Workpapers) at MPG Confidential WP 8 at 1.

549 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 33-34.
550

TIEC Reply Brief at 17.
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Mr. D'Ascendis used two risk premium methods to derive an estimated ROE for

SWEPCO. 551 First, he used the Predictive Risk Premium Model (PRPM), which estimates the

risk-return relationship directly, as the predicted equity risk premium is generated by predicting
volatility or risk. 552 The PRPM is based on the variance of historical equity risk premiums. The
inputs to the model are the historical returns on the common shares of each proxy group company
minus the historical monthly yield on long-term U.S. Treasury securities. Using statistical
software, Mr. D'Ascendis calculated a predicted annual equity risk premium, to which he then

added the forecasted 30-year U.S. Treasury bond yield of 2.09%. Averaging the mean and median
results of the Utility Proxy Group resulted in an ROE of 10.27%. 553

Second, Mr. D'Ascendis used the "total market approach." 554 In this form of the risk

premium model, he added a prospective public utility bond yield to an average of: (1) an equity
risk premium that is derived from a Beta-adjusted total market equity risk premium; (2) an equity

risk premium based on the S&P Utilities Index; and (3) an equity risk premium based on authorized
ROEs for electric utilities. 555

The first step in the total market approach is to determine the appropriate bond yield. 556

Mr. D'Ascendis testified that, because setting the cost of capital is prospective, it is essential to
use a prospective (not historical) yield. In determining the bond yield, he relied on a consensus

forecast of 50 economists of the expected yield on Aaa-rated corporate bonds for the six calendar
quarters ending with the fourth quarter of 2021 and Blue Chip' s long-term projections for
2022-2026 and 2027-2031. He then adjusted that rate slightly upward to reflect the riskier bond

551

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 38-41.

552

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 29-30.

553 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 30.
554

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 30-40.

555 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 30.
556 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 30-31.
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rating of the Utility Proxy Group, resulting in an expected bond yield for that proxy group of
3.78%. 557

The components ofthe Beta-adjusted total market equity risk premium are: (1) an expected

market equity risk premium over corporate bonds; and (2) the Beta coefficient. 558 The total
Beta-derived equity risk premium that Mr. D' Ascendis applied is based on an average of six equity
risk premiums, three that are historical in nature and three that are prospective. These six equity

risk premiums are: (1) It)botson Equity Risk Premium (5.78%); (2) Regression on It)botson Risk
Premium Data (9.34%); (3) Ibbotson Equity Risk Premium Based on PRPM (9.55%); (4) Equity

Risk Premium Based on Value Line Summary and Index (13.50%); (5) Equity Risk Premium
Based on Value Line S&P 500 Companies (10.63%); and (6) Equity Risk Premium Based on

Bloomberg S&P 500 Companies (10.72%). 559 The average equity risk premium of these six
models is 9.92%. Adjusting by the Beta coefficient to account for the slightly lower risk of the

Utility Proxy Group relative to the overall market results in an equity risk premium of 9.42%. 560

Mr. D'Ascendis also estimated three equity risk premiums based on the S&P Utilities Index

holding period returns and two equity risk premiums based on the expected returns of the S&P
Utilities Index, using Value Line and Bloomberg data, respectively.561 As with the market equity
risk premiums, he averaged each risk premium based on each source (i. e., historical, Value Line,
and Bloomberg) to arrive at a utility-specific equity risk premium of 5.77%. 562

Finally, Mr. D'Ascendis derived an equity risk premium of 5.88% by performing a

regression analysis based on regulatory awarded ROEs related to the yields on Moody' s A2-rated

557

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 31.

558

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 32.

559 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at Schedule DWD-4 at 8.
560

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 37.

561 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 38.
562 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 38.
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public utility bonds for 1,167 fully litigated electric utility rate cases from 1980 to 2019.563 The

results of this analysis show an inverse relationship between the equity risk premium and interest

rates-that is, as interest rates decline, the equity risk premium for utilities increases. 564 According
to SWEPCO, the inverse relationship between the equity risk premium and interest rates is
supported by multiple academic studies and is recognized by Staff witness Filarowicz. And
although TIEC witness Gorman criticized Mr. D'Ascendis' s observation of the inverse

relationship, SWEPCO claims that Mr. Gorman' s own data demonstrates the very inverse

relationship that his testimony denies exists. 565

Averaging the equity risk premium from these three methodologies resulted in an equity
risk premium of 7.02% for Mr. D'Ascendis's total market approach. 566 When that premium is

added to the prospective Moody' s A3-rated utility bond applicable to the Utility Proxy Group of
3.78%, it indicates an ROE of 10.8%. 567

When considering both of his risk premium approaches, Mr. D'Ascendis estimated a risk
premium return of 10.54% for the Utility Proxy Group, which is the average of his PRPM risk
premium (10.27%) and his total market approach risk premium (10.80%).568 Mr. D'Ascendis

applied nearly identical approaches to his Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group, except that he did
not use public-utility-specific equity risk premiums, nor did he apply the PRPM to the individual
non-price regulated companies.569 For that proxy group, he concluded that the indicated common

equity cost rate is 12.86%.570

563

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 39.

564

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 39.

565

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 85-87.

566

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 40.

567 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 40.
568

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 41.

569 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 49-50.

570 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 50.
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TIEC witness Gorman conducted a Bond Yield Plus Risk Premium analysis that estimated
the additional return that investors will require to hold utility stock instead of Treasury bonds and

A-rated utility bonds. 571 His analyses are based on a comparison of historically awarded utility
ROEs to 30-year Treasury yields and A-rated utility bond yields, respectively, from 1986 through
2020. 572 To reflect the dynamic nature of utility risk premiums and mitigate the impact of

anomalous market conditions, Mr. Gorman calculated five- and ten-year rolling average risk
premiums. The average indicated risk premium over 30-year Treasury yields and A-rated utility

bond yields was 5.65% and 4.28%, respectively. 573

However, after comparing historical and recent yield spreads for utility bonds and general

corporate bonds, Mr. Gorman concluded that the market is currently paying a premium for access

to lower-risk utility securities. 574 As a result, Mr. Gorman took a conservative approach and
applied risk premiums based solely on the high end of his ranges. This resulted in an equity risk
premium over Treasury bonds of 7.02%, which is considerably higher than the 5.65% historical

average premium. 575 Combined with a 2.4% projected U. S. Treasury bond yield, this resulted in a
risk premium ROE estimate of 9.42%. Similarly, his equity risk premium over utility bonds was
5.77%, compared to the historical average of 4.28%. Adding this equity risk premium to current
Baa-rated utility bond yields of 3.21% resulted in a risk premium ROE estimate of 8.98%. 576 Thus,

after rounding, Mr. Gorman' s risk premium analysis indicated an ROE in the range of 9.00% to

9.40%, with a midpoint of 9.20%. 577

571 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 50-51.
572 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 41.
573 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 42, Exhs. MPG-12, MPG-13.
574 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 44-46.
575 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 46-47.
576 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 47.
577 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 47.
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Staff witness Filarowicz performed a "conventional" risk premium approach.578 His

analysis estimated the cost of SWEPCO's equity by comparing the costs of equity authorized for

electric utilities across the United States to the yields of large-company corporate bonds that are
rated Baa by Moody' s Mergent Bond Data. 579 Mr. Filarowicz subtracted the bond yields from the

historical authorized costs of equity to determine a risk premium for the riskier equity. 580 lie then

tested the data for correlation by performing a regression analysis, which showed the existence of
an inverse trend in the relationship between risk premiums and bond yields with high
confidence.581 That is, as risk premiums increase, bond yields decrease. On average, from 1980 to
2020, risk premiums increased 0.4457% for every 1.00% that bond yields decreased. The results
of Mr. Filarowicz's risk premium analysis produced a cost of equity of 9.05%. 582

TIEC and CARD each identify alleged flaws in Mr. D'Ascendis's risk premium analyses.
TIEC argues the PRPM approach should be rejected outright, as it is "an opaque, idiosyncratic,

and biased model." 583 TIEC notes that the PRPM, which was developed by three of
Mr. D'Ascendis' s former colleagues at AUS Consultants, requires proprietary statistical software
and produces inflated ROE results. In a follow-up article to the original article presenting the
PRPM, Mr. D'Ascendis and the original three authors touted that the PRPM "produces a higher

average indicated ROE than both the DCF and the CAPM." 584 While Mr. D'Ascendis claims the
PRPM has never been rebutted in the academic literature, the article first setting forth the PRPM

is behind a paywall and has rarely been accessed or cited. 585 As the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission noted in rejecting Mr. D'Ascendis's use of the PRPM, the PRPM is a specialized

578

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 24-25. Mr. Filarowicz refers to his approach as a "conventional" risk premium to

distinguish it from the concept of risk premiums in general and to denote that it is the primary risk-premium method
on which Staff has relied for many years. Id at 24.
579

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 24.

580

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 24.

581

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 24-25.

582 Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 25.
583

TIEC Initial Brief at 33.

584 SWEPCO Ex. 38A (D'Ascendis Reb. Workpapers) at 1177.
585

Tr. at 886-87; TIEC Ex. 48, SWEPCO's response to TIEC RFI 15-8.
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form of the risk premium method that is not commonly used. 586 Further, according to TIEC, the
PRPM overestimates the equity risk premium by failing to account for the volatility of bonds. 587

TIEC also contends that Mr. D' Ascendis' s "total market approach" risk premium analysis

is flawed. 588 As described above, as part ofthis approach, Mr. D'Ascendis averaged three estimates
of equity risk premium. TIEC focuses its criticisms on the first estimate-the Beta-adjusted total

market equity risk premium (8.46%)-noting that the other two estimates (5.77% and 5.78%) were

reasonable. 589 To determine his Beta-adjusted total market equity risk premium, Mr. D'Ascendis
used the average of six equity risk premiums he calculated. 590 TIEC contends that three of thesespecifically, Ibbotson Equity Risk Premium Based on PRPM (9.74%), Equity Risk Premium Based

on Value Line S&P 500 Companies (10.77%), and Equity Risk Premium Based on Bloomberg

S&P 500 Companies (12.17%)-are based on flawed methodologies that bias the resulting equity

risk premium upward. 591

The PRPM estimate should be rejected, according to TIEC, because it is based on the
biased PRPM methodology as explained above. The remaining two results were calculated using

a constant growth DCF model based on analysts' earnings growth expectations from Value Line
and Bloomberg for every company in the S&P 500. However, Mr. D'Ascendis used three- to
five-year growth rates from Value Line and Bloomberg, in direct contravention ofthe fundamental

assumption of the constant growth DCF model that growth rates are in perpetuity. TIEC points out

that, for many of the companies in the S&P 500, analysts are projecting three- to five-year growth
rates that are much higher than what would be reasonably expected in perpetuity. For example,

586

TIEC Ex. 51, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Opinion and Order dated April 16, 2020, at Bates 025;
Tr. at 916-17.

587

TIEC Initial Brief at 33-34.

588

TIEC Initial Brief at 34-38.

589

TIEC Initial Brief at 34. TIEC's briefing used the updated percentages provided in Mr. D'Ascendis's rebuttal

testimony, so they vary from those listed above, which were from his direct testimony.
590

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.), Exh. DWD-4 at 8.

591 TIEC Initial Brief at 35. Again, the percentages here are based on Mr. D'Ascendis's updated analysis in his rebuttal

testimony, and therefore, they vary from those listed above.
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Amazon's growth rate was projected to be 32.3% and 33.5% by Value Line and Bloomberg,

respectively. 592 It is unreasonable to project that any company will grow at a 33% growth rate, or
any growth rate that is significantly higher than the long-term GDP growth rate of 4.35%, in
perpetuity. The impact of using unreasonably high growth rates is shown by Mr. D'Ascendis' s

estimates of the total market return, which are 14.21% and 15.61%, and are unreasonably high
when compared with historical returns on the market, which ranged from 6.1% to 7.9% between
1926 and 2019.593 Mr. D'Ascendis' s estimated returns are also nearly double what Value Line

proj ects the return on the overall market to be. 594

If the PRPM and the two S&P 500 estimates of the equity risk premium are ignored, TIEC

contends the total market approach would result in an equity risk premium of 6.36%. 595 However,
TIEC asserts this figure is still too high because, while Mr. D'Ascendis used an A3-rated utility

bond as the starting point in his analysis, he calculated the spread between Aaa-rated corporate

bonds and the total market, 596 resulting in an apples-to-oranges comparison. TIEC further contends
that Mr. D'Ascendis' s analysis is inflated because it uses a projected utility bond yield that exceeds

currently observable utility bond yields. 597 As Dr. Woolridge testified, interest rate projections are
extremely inaccurate. 598 Using the most recent observable Baa-rated utility bond yields (3.42%)
and a corrected version of Mr. D'Ascendis's equity risk premium (5.8%) results in an ROE of

9.22%, which is similar to the result of Mr. Gorman' s risk premium study of 9.2%.

CARD criticizes Mr. D'Ascendis' s PRPM and the first three inputs to his Beta-adjusted

total market equity risk premium for being based on historic stock and bond returns/yields.599 As

592 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 44-46.
593 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 73.
594

Tr. at 892-93.

595

TIEC Initial Brief at 36-37.

596

Tr. at 900.

597

TIEC Initial Brief at 37.

598

Tr. at 1005-06.

599

CARD Initial Brief at 31-33.
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Dr . Woolridge testified , using historical returns to measure an ex ante equity risk premium is

erroneous and overstates the true market or equity risk premium. 600 This approach can produce

differing results depending on several factors, including the measure of central tendency used, the
time period evaluated, and the stock-market index employed. 601 Dr. Woolridge also noted several
empirical problems in the approach that result in inflated estimates of expected risk premiums. 602
Further, Duff & Phelps, which Mr. D'Ascendis relied on, 603 cautioned against using historical

returns to compute an equity risk premium. 604 Duff & Phelps publishes its recommended U. S.
equity risk premium, which decreased from 6.00% to 5.50%, as of December 9,2020. 605

CARD further contends the variability in returns included in Mr. D'Ascendis's PRPM

study-ranging from a low of 7.62% for Ameren to a high of 13.38% for Entergy-makes his

analyses suspect because it suggests the companies he uses are not similar to each other or
SWEPCO. 606 According to CARD, one would expect that similar-risk companies would display a

closer range in equity costs, and thus, the wide range in results indicates the data do not provide

reliable estimates.

In addition, CARD contends the remaining three inputs to Mr. D'Ascendis' s Beta-adjusted

total market equity risk premium are based on unrealistic assumptions about future earnings. 607
Dr. Woolridge calculated that the implied earnings-per-share growth rates for the three approaches

are 14.33%, 11.46%, and 11.55%, respectively, with an average of 12.45%, which is nearly triple
the long-term projected growth rate of the economy as measured by GDP. 608 In comparison,

600 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 63.
601 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 63.
602 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 63-64.
603 Mr. D'Ascendis used studies of returns published by Ibbotson. However, the compilation of historical returns is
now compiled and published by the investment advisory firm Duff & Phelps. CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 64.

604 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 64-65.
605 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 65.
606 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 63.
607

CARD Initial Brief at 33-37.

608 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 58,66.
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Dr. Woolridge' s study ofgrowth in nominal GDP, S&P stock-price appreciation, and S&P growth

in earnings per share and dividends per share since 1960 showed historical long-run growth rates
in the 6% to 7% range. 609 Dr. Woolridge further testified that there is a direct link between
long-term earnings per share and GDP growth, and that GDP growth has slowed in recent decades

and is projected to slow in the future. 610

In response to TIEC, SWEPCO notes that the PRPM is based on the research of
Dr. Robert F. Engle dating back to the early 1980s, has been published six times in peer-reviewed

journals, has not been rebutted in the academic literature, and has been accepted by utility industry
groups and regulators.611 Mr. D'Ascendis also explained that his PRPM does not overestimate the

equity risk premium. 612 He charted the predicted market risk premiums with the actual market risk
premiums from 1936 to 2019, and the volatility patterns are nearly identical, showing the PRPM

accurately reflects volatility. SWEPCO further contends that the critiques regarding use of the total
market approach and projected utility bond yields are unwarranted.613 Mr. D'Ascendis testified

that, because estimating the common equity cost rate is a forward-looking exercise (which multiple

witnesses acknowledged), he reasonably relied on a consensus forecast of about 50 economists as
well as Blue Chip' s long-term projections for 2022 through 2031.614 He then made several

adjustments to reflect the credit spread between Aaa-rated corporate bonds and the issuer rating of

the proxy group.

As to CARD's critiques, SWEPCO states that Dr. Woolridge's concern about using the

historical relationship between stock and bond returns is not an issue here because it does not apply
to the individual electric company PRPM-derived equity risk premiums and ROEs, which are

609 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 70.

610 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 71-73.
611 SWEPCO Reply Brief at 45; SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 89-93.
612

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 91-92.

613

SWEPCO Reply Brief at 45-46.

614 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 30-32.
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based on the individual company, not a broad-based index. 615 In addition, SWEPCO contends
CARD is inconsistent by criticizing the variable range of Mr. D'Ascendis' s PRPM results while

also arguing that Mr. D'Ascendis should give more weight to his DCF model, which also produced

a wide range of results. 616

SWEPCO also raised concerns with TIEC' s and Staff' s risk premium analyses. SWEPCO
contends Mr. Gorman's risk premium results are too low because he relies on a short historical

period (1986-2020) and ignores the negative correlation between equity risk premiums and interest

rates. 617 Staff witness Filarowicz's risk premium analysis is also flawed, according to SWEPCO,
because he: (1) used current interest rates even though the cost of equity is a forward-looking
concept; (2) relied on an annual average of authorized returns and prospective Moody' s bond

yields in determining their relationship to each other, which is less accurate than considering those
variables on an individual basis; and (3) used corporate bond yields for both his regression and
ROE comparison rather than public utility bond yields, which is less precise. 618

4.

CAPM Analysis

The CAPM is a risk premium approach that estimates the ROE for a given security as a

function of a risk-free return plus a risk premium to compensate investors for the non-diversifiable,
or systematic, risk ofthat security. The traditional CAPM formula is as follows:
K = Rf + B(Rm - Rf)

Where K equals the required market ROE; [3 equals the Beta (a measure of risk) of an individual

security; Rf equals the risk-free rate of return; and Rm equals the required return on the market as
a whole. In this equation, (Rm - Rf) represents the market risk premium. Thus, the inputs to the

615 SWEPCO Reply Brief at 43; SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 131-33.
616

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 133.

617 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 64.
618 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 33-34.
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CAPM are the Beta, a risk-free rate of return, and a risk premium. The CAPM assumes that all
non-market or unsystematic risk can be eliminated through diversification. The risk that cannot be

eliminated through diversification is called market, or systematic, risk. The CAPM presumes that
investors only require compensation for systematic risk, which is measured by a stock' s Beta. A
Beta coefficient less than 1.0 indicates lower variability than the market as a whole, while a Beta

coefficient greater than 1.0 indicates greater variability than the market. 619

Mr. D'Ascendis undertook two CAPM analyses-a traditional CAPM (described above)
and the empirical CAPM (ECAPM). According to Mr. D'Ascendis, the ECAPM formula better

reflects the reality that the empirical "security market line" described by the CAPM formula is not

as steeply sloped as predicted. 620 In other words, the returns on the low beta portfolios tend to be
higher than predicted and the returns on the high beta portfolios tend to be lower than predicted.
In view ofthis theory and the practical research, Mr. D'Ascendis applied both models and averaged

the results. 621

In performing both analyses, Mr. D'Ascendis used Beta coefficients from Value Line and

Bloomberg Professional Services. 622 For the risk-free rate, Mr. D'Ascendis used 2.09%, which is

based on the average of the Blue Chip consensus forecast of the expected yields on 30-year
U. S. Treasury bonds for six quarters ending with the fourth calendar quarter of 2021.623 The yield

on long-term U.S. Treasury bonds is appropriate because it is virtually risk free and its term is

consistent with: (1) the long-term cost of capital to public utilities measured by the yields on
Moody' s A-rated public utility bonds; (2) the long-term investment horizon inherent in utilities'

common stocks; and (3) the long-term life of the jurisdictional rate base to which the allowed fair
rate of return (i. e., cost of capital) will be applied. In contrast, Mr. D'Ascendis testified that

short-term U.S. Treasury yields are more volatile and largely a function of Federal Reserve
619

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 41.

620 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 42-43.
621

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 44.

622 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 44-45.
623 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 45.
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monetary policy.624 Mr. D'Ascendis' s market risk premium is derived from an average of three

historical data-based market risk premiums and three prospective market-risk premiums, which

are the same six measures he used in his risk premium analysis described above. 625 When averaged,
these six measures result in an average total market equity risk premium of 10.92%. 626

Using these inputs for the Utility Proxy Group, the mean result of Mr. D'Ascendis' s
CAPM/ECAPM is 12.61%, the median is 12.30%, and the average of the two is 12.46%. 627
Consistent with Mr. D'Ascendis' s reliance on the average of mean and median DCF results, the

indicated ROE for SWEPCO using these models is 12.46%. Mr. D'Ascendis also performed the
same CAPM/ECAPM analyses for his Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group, which indicated a

common equity cost rate of 12.09%

628

CARD's, TIEC's, and Staff's witnesses each conducted a traditional CAPM analysis. Staff
witness Filarowicz, however, did not incorporate the results of his CAPM analysis into his ROE

recommendation because it yielded a markedly lower ROE (7.26%) than his other estimates. 629
Instead, he used the CAPM result as a qualitative check on his other analyses.

CARD witness Woolridge's CAPM analysis used a risk-free rate of 2.5%, which is toward

the middle ofthe range of recent yields on 30-year U. S. Treasury bonds. 630 He also used a Beta of
0.85, which is the median Beta for his proxy group. 631 To determine the market risk premium,

Dr. Woolridge reviewed a series of studies that calculate the market risk premium using different
methodologies. Based on his analysis of these studies, he concluded that the appropriate market

624

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 45.

625

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 46.

626

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 46-47.

627

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 47.

628 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 50.
629

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 25-28.

630 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 43.
631 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 47.
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risk premium in the United States is in the 4.0% to 6.0% range.632 Dr. Woolridge used the upper
end of the range, 6.0%, as his market risk premium. With these inputs, Dr. Woolridge' s CAPM
analysis for both his proxy group and Mr. D'Ascendis's Utility Proxy Group resulted in a cost of
equity of 7.6%.633 However, Dr. Woolridge relied primarily on the DCF model and less on the

CAPM. 634

TIEC witness Gorman used a risk-free rate ofboth current and projected 30-year Treasury

yields of 1.85% and 2.40%, respectively. 635 He then reviewed data from Value Line to determine
the current average Beta for his proxy group of 0.89. 636 Mr. Gorman explained that current
published Betas are extremely elevated relative to their historical levels, which has generally
ranged from 0.6 to 0.8, and that forward-looking Beta estimates have consistently been around

0.7.637 Accordingly, Mr. Gorman conducted two CAPM analyses: (1) a current CAPM analysis
that used current 30-year Treasury yields (1.85%) and current estimates of Beta (0.89); and (2) a

normalized CAPM analysis that used projected 30-year Treasury yields (2.4%) and normalized
estimates ofBeta (0.7). 638

For the final component of his CAPM analysis, Mr. Gorman derived two market risk
premium estimates. His forward-looking estimate projected the returns of the S&P 500 into the

future by adding an expected inflation rate to the long-term arithmetic average real return on the
market (as determined by Duff & Phelps), which represents the market' s achieved return above

inflation. 639 This forward-looking method produced an expected market return of 11.29%.
Subtracting the estimated projected risk-free rate of 2.4% resulted in a forward-looking market

632 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 53.
633 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 53-54.
634 CARD Reply Brief at 14; CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 54.
635 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 47.
636 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 49, Exh. MPG-16.
637 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 49.
638 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 53.
639 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 51.
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risk premium of 8.89%, and subtracting the current risk-free rate of 1.85% resulted in a current
market risk premium of 9.44%. 640

Mr. Gorman also determined a historical estimate ofthe market risk premium by reviewing
data from Duff& Phelps, which showed that the historical arithmetic average of the achieved total

return on the S&P 500 was 12.1%.641 By subtracting the historical total return on long-term
Treasury bonds of 6.0%, he determined that the historical market risk premium was 6.1%. Based

on this analysis, Mr. Gorman found that his market risk premium fell in the range of 6.1% to

9.44%, which is consistent with (though toward the higher end of the range of) market risk
premium estimates made by Duff& Phelps, which are in the range of 5.5% to 7.2%. 642

Using these inputs, Mr. Gorman's CAPM analysis resulted in an expected ROE of 8.65%
to 10.24%.643 Mr. Gorman recommended the midpoint ofhis CAPM indicated ROE range (9.45%,
rounded up to 9.5%) as his CAPM return. 644

Both CARD and TIEC raise concerns with Mr. D'Ascendis's CAPM and ECAPM

analyses. 645 They each contend that his CAPM results are inflated because he generally used the
same six methodologies for determining the market risk premium as in his risk premium analysis

discussed above. 646 CARD states that Mr. D'Ascendis's market risk premium of 10.92% is
markedly higher than published market risk premiums, and was developed using unrealistic

assumptions of future earnings growth and stock market returns. 647 In addition, TIEC notes that if
the PRPM and the two S&P 500 DCF results are excluded, then the resulting market risk premium
640 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 50.
641 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 50-51.
642 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 52-53.
643 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 53.
644 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 53.
645

CARD Initial Brief at 37; TIEC Initial Brief at 38-39.

646

The one exception is that instead of taking the spread between Aaa-rated corporate bonds and the return on the
market, Mr. D'Ascendis took the spread between 30-year Treasury yields and the return on the market. Tr. at 902.
647 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 73,78.
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goes down from 9.59% (the market risk premium Mr. D'Ascendis used in rebuttal) to 7.44%,

which is in the middle of Mr. Gorman' s range of estimates of the market risk premium.648 TIEC
also asserts that Mr. D' Ascendis' s CAPM analysis contains the same faulty assumption regarding

projected interest rates as his risk premium analysis because he used a forecast of the 30-year
Treasury yield that goes out to 2031.649

CARD and TIEC also urge rejection ofMr. D'Ascendis's ECAPM analysis. 650 Mr. Gorman
explained that the ECAPM model flattens the security market line by adjusting up Betas that are
less than one and adjusting down Betas that are greater than one. However, because utility Betas

are currently at 0.97 (and extremely high relative to their historical levels), the impact of the
ECAPM is minimal. Nevertheless, according to TIEC, Mr. D'Ascendis' s ECAPM should be
rejected because the Betas reported by Value Line are already adjusted, meaning that the ECAPM

results in a double adjustment. Additionally, TIEC contends that regulatory commissions generally
disregard the use of the ECAPM, particularly when an adjusted Beta is used in the model. 651

CARD asserts that the ECAPM has not been theoretically or empirically validated in
refereed journals.652 The ECAPM provides for weights that are used to adjust the risk-free rate and

market risk premium in applying the ECAPM. According to CARD, Mr. D'Ascendis used 0.25

and 0.75 factors to boost the equity risk premium measure, but provided no empirical justification

for those figures. 653 Then, Mr. D'Ascendis took his analysis a step further and used adjusted Betas
to produce his ECAPM results, a practice CARD describes as at best untested. Therefore, CARD
concludes his ECAPM produces unreliable outputs.

648 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 53.
649

TIEC Initial Brief at 38.

650

CARD Initial Brief at 37; TIEC Initial Brief at 39.

651 See, e.g, TIEC Ex. 52, Public Service Commission of Maryland Order dated March 22, 2019, at Bates 030 (stating
that "the ECAPM is not widely accepted by the financial community in determining ROEs.").
652 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 79.
653 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 79.
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SWEPCO responds that Mr. D'Ascendis explained that financial theory and practical
research support the use of the ECAPM as an appropriate tool in estimating the cost of equity. 654
In addition, as with his risk premium analyses, Mr. D'Ascendis demonstrated that his expected
market returns are not inflated. The market risk premiums he uses, 10.92% (direct) and 9.59%

(rebuttal), occur approximately 44% to 49% of the time looking at actual returns observed from
1926 to 2019. 655

SWEPCO also had critiques of the CAPM analyses by CARD, TIEC, and Staff. As to
CARD, SWEPCO dismisses Dr. Woolridge's CAPM results because he relied primarily on the
DCF model and essentially "dismissed his own CAPM analysis." 656 In response to Mr. Gorman' s

CAPM, SWEPCO contends his results are too low because he fails to consider long-term
projection of the risk-free rate published by Blue Chip (although he uses Blue Chip elsewhere in

his analysis). 657 Moreover, Mr. Gorman' s market risk premium calculation is flawed because it
principally relies on the historical real market rate of return, which does not track investor
sentiment or current market conditions. 658 With respect to Staff, SWEPCO contends
Mr. Filarowicz' s 7.26% result is unreasonable on its face, which he recognizes by not directly

incorporating his CAPM results in his ROE determination. 659 According to SWEPCO, the driving
factor for its unreasonableness is Mr. Filarowicz's misapplication of the CAPM by relying on
historical, i.e., recent, 20-year Treasury bond yield as his risk-free rate, using the total return on

long-term government bonds in calculating his market risk premium, and not performing an
ECAPM. 660

654

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 75-77.

655

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 94-95.

656

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 46; SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 125.

657

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 51-52; SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 71.

658

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 73.

659

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 48.

660

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 48-49; SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 36-42.
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Economic and Market Considerations

Intervenors identify two economic and market considerations that they claim support a

lower ROE for SWEPCO: (1) low interest rates; and (2) a declining trend in authorized ROEs. In
particular, CARD and TIEC note that interest rates are at historically low levels, which they

contend results in lower capital costs. 661 According to TIEC, the cost of capital has declined
significantly since SWEPCO's last rate case, as both 30-year Treasury yields and Aaa-rated

corporate bond yields are more than 100 basis points lower than they were during the pendency of
that case.662 CARD argues that Mr. D'Ascendis' s analyses and ROE results do not reflect this

reality, as they are based on assumptions of higher interest rates and capital costs that have not
occurred. As Dr. Woolridge testified, while economists continue to forecast higher interest rates,
as does Mr. D'Ascendis, the predictions continue to be inaccurate. 663

CARD, TIEC, and Walmart also point to a declining trend in authorized ROEs for utilities

across the United States. 664 CARD witness Woolridge testified that from 2012 to 2020, the average
authorized ROE for electric utilities declined from 10.01% to 9.39%. 665 As to Texas, Walmart

notes that since 2017 the Commission has issued orders with stated ROEs in seven cases for
investor owned utilities with an average approved ROE of 9.56%.666 Yet, despite declines in

awarded ROEs, TIEC contends that regulatory commissions have lagged behind the steep decline

in interest rates. 667 Interest rates have declined by over 100 basis points since 2017, but average
authorized ROEs have only dropped by approximately 20 basis points. 668 The result is that the
spread between authorized ROEs and interest rates (or the implied equity risk premium) is higher

661

CARD Initial Brief at 17-19; TIEC Initial Brief at 18-19.

662

TIEC Ex. 46, SWEPCO's response to TIEC RFI 12-1.

663

Tr. at 1004-06.

664

CARD Initial Brief at 16-17; TIEC Initial Brief at 19-22; Walmart Initial Brief at 4-6.

665 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 13; see also T[EC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 7.
666 Walmart Ex. 1 (Perry Dir.), Exh. LVP-3.
667

TIEC Initial Brief at 19-20.

668 TIEC Ex. 3 ((Dorman Dir) at 7.
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than it has ever been, 669 which according to TIEC, is due to the fact that regulators, due to structural
factors, are often slower to lower ROEs than what market conditions dictate. 670

TIEC also criticizes Mr. D'Ascendis for ignoring the decline in the cost of capital since

SWEPCO's last rate case and instead narrowly focusing on increased volatility, which has been
largely due to the COVID-19 pandemic. TIEC notes that the economy has started to recover, and

the utility industry performed well during the pandemic. As S&P stated in a 2021 credit report:
Encouragingly, the [utilityl industry has generally performed well throughout the
pandemic. Lower electric and gas deliveries to C&I customers were mostly offset

by higher residential deliveries, the industry generally worked well with regulators
to defer COVID-19-related costs for future recovery, market returns improved, and
the industry generally had consistent access to the capital markets. 671
Indeed, while Mr. D'Ascendis noted the risk of utilities lowering dividends during a prolonged

economic downturn in his direct testimony, he acknowledged at the hearing that only two utility
companies lowered dividends, and that other utility companies increased dividends in 2020,
including AEP. 672

SWEPCO responds that CARD and TIEC take a narrow view of the capital markets by

focusing on interest rates. 673 In contrast, Mr. D'Ascendis takes a broader view by looking at interest
rates, volatility indices, the impact of COVID-19 on the economy, and both near-term and
long-term economic projections.674 Notably, COVID-19 impacted the market through both

declining interest rates and increased volatility. 675 As Mr. D'Ascendis testified, sudden and

669

TIEC Ex . 3B ( Gorman Conf. Workpapers ) at MPG Confidential WP 15 , Moody ' s Investors Service , 2021 Outlook
Stable on Strong Regulatory Support and Robust Residential Demand ( Oct . 29 , 2020 ) at 5 .

670 TIEC Ex . 3A ( Gonnan Dir. Workpapers) at WP 11 , When "What Goes Up " Does Not Come Down: Recent Trends
in Utility Returns, Charles S . Griffey (Feb . 15 , 2017 ) at Bates 335 - 36 .
671 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir) at 19-20.
672

Tr. at 875-77; TIEC Ex. 6, SWEPCO's response to TIEC RFI 1-32 at Bates 010.

673

SWEPCO Reply Brief at 36-39.

674 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 8-13.
675 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 11-12.
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significant drops in interest rates are associated with increased volatility in the market. When this
happens, risk-averse investors move to Treasury securities, which even Dr. Woolridge agreed
happened in 2020.676 Those investors that remain in the market require a higher return in response

to the increased risk. 677 As instances of extreme volatility subside, interest rates begin to recover
(move up). That is, there is an inverse relationship between extreme changes in volatility and

extreme changes in interest rates. 678

SWEPCO further disagrees with TIEC that the increased spread between interest rates and
authorized returns is due to regulatory lag in setting ROEs, rather than an inverse relationship
between interest rates and volatility, as argued by Mr. D'Ascendis. 679 According to SWEPCO,

TIEC' s argument is short-sighted and ignores the investor-required return on a forward-looking

basis as the market recovers from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Further, SWEPCO claims that TIEC and CARD discount the fact that interest rates are on

the rise. 680 Dr. Woolridge acknowledged at the hearing that the 30-year Treasury yield had climbed
from 1.25% in mid-2020 to 2.29% at the hearing.681 Mr. D'Ascendis noted that projected interest

rates mirror this real-time rise and show a continued steady climb. 682 In addition, SWEPCO asserts
that TIEC and CARD tie low interest rates to lower authorized ROEs during a declining trend, but
fail to apply that same approach when interest rates are increasing. For example, since the

Commission authorized an ROE of 9.45% for Southwestern Public Service Company (SPS) in
2020, the 30-year Treasury yield increased from about 1.45% to approximately 2.29% at the time

of SWEPCO' s hearing. 683 It follows then that SWEPCO's ROE would be higher than SPS's, but

676

Tr. at 1002.

677

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 11-12.

678

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 12.

679

SWEPCO Reply Brief at 37-38.

680 SWEPCO Reply Brief at 38.
681

Tr. at 984.

682 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 13, Table 2.
683

Tr. at 993,996-97.
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Dr. Woolridge testified that there was not a one-to-one relationship between interest rates and

Commission-authorized ROEs. 684

As to the "trend" in authorized ROEs, SWEPCO states that, taking out 2020, which both
Mr. Gorman and Dr. Woolridge agreed is an outlier year, 685 there is no discernible trend downward

in authorized ROEs approved by regulatory agencies. On cross-examination, several ROE
witnesses admitted that authorized ROEs have been stable from 2014 to 2019. 686 Further, as
Mr. D'Ascendis pointed out, using average annual data can obscure variations in returns, and when

charting individual ROEs, rather than annual averages, there is no meaningful trend since 2016. 687
If one considers all recently authorized ROEs, rather than simple annual averages, there is no
discernible downward trend. Moreover, there is no statistical difference in the averages over the

past six years. 688

6.

SWEPCO's Proposed ROE Adjustments for Size and Credit Risk

Because no proxy group can be identical in risk to any single company, SWEPCO contends

there mustbe an evaluation ofrelative riskbetween the company and the proxy group to determine
if it is appropriate to adjust the proxy group' s indicated rate of return. 689 According to SWEPCO,
it is relatively riskier than the companies in the proxy groups in two areas that warrant a small

upward adjustment: smaller size and credit quality.

SWEPCO notes that size affects business risk because smaller companies generally are less

able to cope with significant events that affect sales, revenues, and earnings.69ci For example,

684

Tr. at 993,996-97.

685 Tr. at 987 (Woolridge), 1013 (Gorman).
686 Tr. at 989 (Woolridge), 1013 (Gorman), 1054-55 (Filarowicz).
687 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 53-54.
688

SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 53.

689

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 42-43.

690

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 42.
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smaller companies face more risk exposure to business cycles and economic conditions, both
nationally and locally. Additionally, the loss of revenues from a few larger customers would have

a greater effect on a small company than on a bigger company with a larger, more diverse customer

base. 691 SWEPCO witness D'Ascendis testified that neither S&P nor Moody' s has minimum
company size requirements for any given rating level, which means, all else equal, a relative size
analysis must be conducted for equity investments in companies with similar bond ratings. 692

The average company in Mr. D'Ascendis's Utility Proxy Group has a market capitalization

8.7 times the size of SWEPCO's estimated market capitalization. 693 To calculate his proposed size
adjustment, Mr. D'Ascendis relied on the size premiums for portfolios of New York Stock

Exchange, American Stock Exchange, and NASDAQ-listed companies ranked by deciles for the

1926 to 2019 period, which he concluded indicated a 0.84% adjustment. 694 However, to be
conservative, Mr. D'Ascendis recommended a size premium of 0.20%.

SWEPCO also contends a credit risk adjustment is warranted to reflect the lower credit
rating of SWEPCO compared to the Utility Proxy Group.695 Mr. D'Ascendis explained that his
credit risk adjustment reflects both Moody' s and S&P's bond ratings for SWEPCO compared to

the proxy groups. 696 SWEPCO' s Moody's bond rating is two notches below the average Moody' s
bond rating of the proxy group and SWEPCO's S&P bond rating is one notch above the average
S&P bond rating of the proxy group. 697 Thus, SWEPCO is net one credit rating notch below the

691

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 52.

692

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 17.

693

SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 55.

694 SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 55.
695

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 43.

696 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 48.
697 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 48.
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proxy group. To reflect the credit spread between SWEPCO and the proxy group, Mr. D'Ascendis

proposed a 0.09% upward adjustment to SWEPCO' s ROE. 698

CARD, TIEC, and Staff disagree that either a size or credit risk adjustment is warranted

for SWEPCO. As to the size adjustment, they each note that Mr. D'Ascendis could only identify

three cases where a size adjustment had been adopted, all of which were utilities in rural
Pennsylvania with rate bases in the range of $17 million, 699 several orders of magnitude smaller

than SWEPCO's rate-base request in this proceeding of $5.4 billion.7" Mr. D'Ascendis could not

point to any precedent in which the Commission had approved an adjustment to an electric utility's
ROE based on its size.701 CARD's and Staff's witnesses further testified that it is questionable

whether a small-size premium is appropriate at all for regulated public utilities. 702

TIEC also argues that Mr. D'Ascendis ignores the fact that SWEPCO is a wholly owned
subsidiary of AEP, one of the largest publicly traded utility holding companies in the United

States. 703 AEP has a market capitalization of $38 billion, more than double the average market
capitalization of the proxy group of $15 billion.704 As Mr. Gorman testified, being part of
AEP' s system reduces SWEPCO' s standalone investment risk, as SWEPCO receives equity
capital through AEP and accesses the debt markets with its credit standing affiliation with AEP. 705

Additionally, SWEPCO is entitled to services from AEP through affiliate service contracts that

provide SWEPCO benefits-such as being able to attract larger management and allowing

698 Mr. D'Ascendis initially recommended an upward adjustment of 0.27%, but he adjusted his recommendation in
rebuttal to reflect the credit ratings of both Moody's and S&P. See SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.) at 56-57;
SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 48.
699

TIEC Ex. 57, SWEPCO's response to Staff RFI 6-5; TIEC Ex. 51, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Opinion and Order dated April 16, 2020; Tr. at 913-16, 927-29.

700 SWEPCO Ex. 1 (Application), Schedule B-1.
701

Tr. at 926.

702 CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 80-83; Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz) at 34-35; Tr. at 1051.
703

TIEC Initial Brief at 40-41.

704 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 62.
705 TIEC Ex. 3 (Gorman Dir.) at 63.
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SWEPCO to rely on AEP services including executive, treasury, accounting, legal, and

engineering-that also reduce SWEPCO's business risk.

Additionally, Staff contends a size premium is not justified because Mr. D'Ascendis' s
recommended ROE is far higher than the average nationwide authorized ROE of 9.44%. 706

As to SWEPCO's proposed credit risk adjustment, CARD, TIEC, and Staff criticize
Mr. D'Ascendis' s analysis for ignoring SWEPCO's S&P credit rating, which is one notch higher
than the Utility Proxy Group's average. 707 When considering both the Moody's and S&P ratings,

they argue that SWEPCO' s investment risk level is similar to the proxy group and therefore no

credit risk adjustment is necessary.

CARD also argues that Mr. D'Ascendis' s analysis is flawed because he considered the

credit ratings for the operating subsidiaries of the proxy companies, rather than the parent holding
companies that are represented in the proxy groups.708 The operating companies, like SWEPCO,

do not have common stock outstanding, so they cannot be used to estimate an equity cost rate.
Therefore, the correct comparison is between SWEPCO and the proxy holding companies.

Staff adds that, because of the incommensurately high range for ROE recommended by
Mr. D'Ascendis, as well as the general principle that a utility is responsible for managing its own

creditworthiness, the Commission should not reward SWEPCO with a higher ROE based on its

credit rating.709 Staff asserts that it is not the Commission' s role to serve as guarantor of
SWEPCO's creditworthiness.

706 Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 35.
707

CARD Initial Brief at 39; TIEC Initial Brief at 42; Staff Initial Brief at 42.

708

CARD Initial Brief at 39; CARD Ex. 4 (Woolridge Dir.) at 84.

709

Staff Initial Brief at 42.
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Staff's Proposed ROE Adjustment and Independent Consultant for
Transmission Outage

PURA § 36.052 requires the Commission to consider the following factors in establishing

a reasonable return on invested capital: (1) the efforts and achievements ofthe utility in conserving

resources; (2) the quality of the utility's services; (3) the efficiency of the utility's operations; and
(4) the quality of the utility's management.

In this proceeding, Staff recommends a downward adjustment to SWEPCO's ROE under

subsections (2) and (4) for the alleged poor quality of SWEPCO' s service and management as
evidenced by a cascading outage on SWEPCO's system in 2019. 710 Staff witness John Poole
testified that a major outage on SWEPCO's system occurred on August 18-19, 2019, resulting in
multiple cascading interruptions on SWEPCO' s transmission grid and affecting electric
cooperatives directly connected to SWEPCO' s transmission system. 711 Vegetation contact with
SWEPCO's transmission lines initially caused the outage, resulting in SWEPCO spending

$1.13 million to perform additional vegetation management and transmission line, substation, and
protection work. 712

According to Staff, the outage is indicative of SWEPCO' s failure to adequately perform

necessary vegetation management and maintain its transmission system so as to avoid unnecessary
service interruptions. Staff points out that post-outage photographs provided by SWEPCO on
November 14, 2019, showed significantly developed vegetation, including mature trees reaching

transmission lines involved in the outage. 713 Furthermore, Staff notes that multiple transmission
lines in SWEPCO's transmission system had been in service for 50 or more years, with some lines
having been in service since the 1930s and 40s. In addition, system average interruption duration

index (SAIDI) and system average interruption frequency index (SAIFI) information submitted by

710

Staff Initial Brief at 40-41.

711

Staff Ex. 5 (Poole Dir.) at 6.

712 Staff Ex. 5 (Poole Dir.) at 6.
713 Staff Ex. 5 (Poole Dir.) at 6; Staff Ex. 5C (Poole Dir. Conf.), Attachment JP-4 at 12-13.
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SWEPCO illustrates, according to Staff, that reliability did not appreciably increase following the

in-service dates of certain rebuilt transmission lines.

For these reasons, Staff proposes to decrease SWEPCO's return by $1.13 million. This

amount is approximately equal to the costs incurred by SWEPCO in response to the outage, which

were largely for vegetation management. 714 Using Staff' s recommended rate base and SWEPCO's
requested capital structure, Staff witness Filarowicz calculated the $1.13 million downward
adjustment as an approximate 12.5 basis point reduction to SWEPCO's ROE. 715

Additionally, Staff recommends that the Commission require SWEPCO to hire an
independent consultant to promptly conduct a comprehensive review of SWEPCO' s transmission
system and make recommendations regarding SWEPCO' s vegetation management practices,

facilities replacement, and transmission system protection.716 As part of this requirement, Staff
proposes that the Commission open a compliance docket and require SWEPCO to file reports

regarding its hiring and use of the independent consultant, including the request for proposals to

perform the related work, a notification of the independent consultant selection, a timeline for the
consultant' s work, as well as the consultant' s reports and recommendations. Staff notes that the
Commission previously ordered that an electric utility contract with an independent consultant due
to the utility's poor reliability and management.717 Thus, requiring SWEPCO to contract with an

independent consultant to review its transmission system is in accordance with Commission

precedent.
According to SWEPCO, Staff' s recommendations should be rej ected for at least two

reasons:
714

Staff Ex. 5 (Poole Dir.) at 11.

715

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 29-30.

716

Staff Initial Brief at 43; Staff Ex. 5 (Poole Dir.) at 11-12.

717

See Entergy Gulf States, Inc. Service Quali<v Issues, Docket No. 18249, Order on Rehearing at 28-29, 37
(Apr. 11,1998): Application of Entergy Texas for Approval of Its Transition to Competition Plan and the Tariffs
Implementing the Plan and for the Authority to Reconcile Fuel Costs to Set Revised Fuel Factors and to Recover a
Surcharge for Underrecovered Fuel Costs, Docket No . 16705 , Second Order on Rehearing at 18 - 19 ( Jul . 22 , 1998 ).
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Staff has not established any legal basis for such an ROE penalty or
independent consultant and the evidence shows SWEPCO makes
reasonable efforts to prevent interruption of service, consistent with 16 TAC

§ 25.52(b)(1); and
(2)

Staff's proposed ROE penalty would total approximately $4.5 million over

the typical four-year span between rate cases, which vastly exceeds the
Commission's authorized penalty authority of up to $25,000 per day of
violation. 718
SWEPCO contends that Mr. Poole's recommended ROE penalty seems to be premised on

the fact that the outage occurred, rather than establishing any legal basis for such a large penalty. 719
His testimony focuses on a single seven-hour outage, 720 the likes ofwhich has not occurred before

or since on SWEPCO's system, but he does not examine the overall quality of SWEPCO' s service,
the quality of its management, or its efforts to prevent service interruptions. In addition, while
Mr. Poole opined that prudent vegetation management on the Knox-Pirkey Line and the

Pirkey-to-Whitney 138-kilovolt (kV) Line during 2010-2019 would have prevented the cascading

interruptions,721 he agreed at hearing that he does not have any specific qualifications with respect
to vegetation management. 722

SWEPCO also contends the evidence shows it satisfies the relevant outage prevention
standard in 16 TAC § 25.52(b)(1) because it makes reasonable efforts to prevent interruptions of

service. 723 These efforts include annual aerial vegetation inspection patrols for all lines less than
200 kV and twice annual aerial patrols for lines greater than 200 kV. The data from these

inspections is used to determine reactive vegetation management strategies to remove immediate
718

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 52.

719

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 52-53.

720

SWEPCO notes that Staff incorrectly refers to the outage as a two-day event, when instead, the evidence shows
that the outage lasted seven hours and power was restored to all load by 11:00 p.m. on August 18. SWEPCO Reply
Brief at 49; SWEPCO Ex. 41 (Boezio Reb.) at 2.
721

Staff Ex. 5 (Poole Dir.) at 9.

722

Tr. at 429.

723

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 53.
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threats and proactive strategies to manage future work plans and determine frequency of
maintenance. SWEPCO witness Daniel Boezio testified that the Company's O&M programs to

minimize and prevent interruptions are based on industry standards. 724 SWEPCO's 0&M
expenditures for transmission vegetation management in Texas have increased significantly in
recent years, from $2.85 million in 2016 to over $6 million in 2019 and 2020.725 In addition,

SWEPCO has invested an average of $60 million per year since its last rate case on asset

improvement projects to replace aging transmission infrastructure.726 While the Company's
overall system reliability did not appreciably increase following the rebuilds, SWEPCO notes that

system reliability metrics can be affected by a number of factors, most notably weather. 727

SWEPCO criticizes Mr. Poole for largely dismissing the impact of weather, specifically

excessive rainfall, in contributing to the August 18, 2019 outage. 728 Although Mr. Poole asserted

that it would have taken a number of years for trees to grow to the height shown in SWEPCO's

post-outage report to Staff and that annual rainfall over the previous decade was not unusual, 729
SWEPCO contends these conclusions are mistaken. Mr. Poole' s focus on annual rainfall over a

decade is misplaced since the relevant evidence shows that the area received 32 inches of rain
during the April-June growing season prior to the outage, 13.7 inches above average. 730 This

rainfall not only contributed to abnormal levels of vegetation growth prior to the outage but also
hindered the Company's efforts to access flooded or impassable rights-of-way to manage the

growing vegetation.

SWEPCO emphasizes that the initial vegetation contact for the August outage was a vine
that had been specifically monitored in the aerial inspection several months earlier. The inspection

724

SWEPCO Ex. 11 (Boezio Dir.) at 13-14.

725 SWEPCO Ex. 41 (Boezio Reb.) at 5.
726

SWEPCO Ex. 41 (Boezio Reb.) at 4-5.

727

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 54.

728

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 54-55.

729 Staff Ex. 5 (Poole Dir.) at 9.

730 SWEPCO Ex. 41 (Boezio Reb.) at 6, Figure 2.
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noted greater than 25 feet of clearance between the vine and the conductor, which is not considered
to be a threat.731 At the hearing, Mr. Poole acknowledged that he has no expertise in that specific

type of vine and did not dispute the possibility that it could grow 25 feet in a period of a few
months during heavy rainfall events. 732 In addition, SWEPCO notes that its service area has

fast-growing trees that can grow as much as 10 feet in a single season, and they grew more than
anticipated due to the abnormal rainfall. 733

Finally, according to SWEPCO, Mr. Poole' s proposed ROE penalty is grossly

disproportionate to the Commission's authority to impose administrative penalties. Under PURA

§ 15.023, the Commission is authorized to impose a penalty of up to $25,000 for each day a
violation continues or occurs. By contrast, Mr. Poole's proposed ROE penalty is $1.13 million,

which, under the standard Commission four-year schedule for rate cases, would amount to more
than $4.5 million. This would be the equivalent of roughly 180 days at $25,000 per day, 734

even

though the outage lasted only seven hours.

In response, Staff disagrees that Mr. Poole' s recommended ROE reduction is predicated

solely on the fact that the outage occurred. 735 Instead, Staff contends SWEPCO failed to perform
diligent vegetation management over a multi-year period, which is shown by the lack of any
vegetation management activities for approximately five years immediately preceding 2019 for

three of the four lines that sustained vegetation contact during the outage. 736 According to Staff,
the failure to perform adequate vegetation management is also reflected in SWEPCO' s worsening
SAIDI and SAIFI scores. Higher scores indicate longer and more frequent interruptions, and

therefore, worse reliability. Since 2018, SWEPCO' s transmission SAIFI score rose from 45.68 to

731 SWEPCO Ex. 41 (Boezio Reb.) at 7.
732

Tr. at 431.

733 SWEPCO Ex. 41 (Boezio Reb.) at 7.
734

Tr. at 434-35.

735 Staff Reply Brief at 30-31.
736

Tr. at 528.
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105.83, and its 2020 SAIFI score is SWEPCO's highest since 2011.737 Similarly, SWEPCO's
transmission SAIDI scores have increased since 2017, from 22.22 to 60.41, with the 2020 score

being SWEPCO's highest since 2011. 738

In addition, Staff argues that SWEPCO has mischaracterized the proposed ROE adjustment
as a "penalty" that would be limited by PURA § 15.023.739 Instead, Staff states that the adjustment

is pursuant to the Commission's authority under PtJRA § 36.052, which authorizes a reduction to
SWEPCO's ROE, and is consistent with Commission precedent, including Docket No. 18249. 740

8.

ALJs' Analysis

The ALJs begin by addressing certain analyses and adjustments they excluded when setting

SWEPCO's ROE because these determinations narrow the range of reasonable ROEs considered.

First, the ALJs conclude that SWEPCO did not demonstrate that either a size or credit risk
adjustment was appropriate in setting its ROE. As to the size adjustment, much of the potential

risk Mr. D'Ascendis identified is ameliorated by SWEPCO's status as a wholly owned subsidiary
of AEP. In addition, the few instances that Mr. D'Ascendis cited where a size adjustment had been

adopted involved utilities orders of magnitude smaller than SWEPCO and that were not located in
Texas. With regard to the credit risk adjustment, Mr. D'Ascendis noted that SWEPCO is net one
credit rating lower than the Utility Proxy Group after considering both its Moody's and S&P bond

ratings; however, the ALJs are persuaded by intervenors and Staffthat SWEPCO' s investment risk
level is sufficiently similar to the proxy group that an adjustment is not justified. Therefore, neither

of SWEPCO's proposed adjustments is adopted.

737

Staff Ex. 56, SWEPCO's response to CARD RFI 9-20; Tr. at 535.

738

Staff Ex. 57, SWEPCO's response to CARD RFI 9-21; Tr. at 536-37.

739 Staff Reply Brief at 33.
740

Docket No. 18249, Order on Rehearing at 28-29, 37 (Apr. 22, 1998);
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The ALJs also conclude that Staff failed to demonstrate that an ROE penalty is warranted.
The August 18, 2019 outage was a one-time event, albeit a serious one. While this outage was

caused by vegetation contact, Staff did not demonstrate that SWEPCO was negligent in its
vegetation management practices. Notably, the vine that initially sparked the cascading outage was
aerially examined in April, just months before the outage, and at that time, had a clearance of

25 feet from the conductor. 741 While SWEPCO's worsening SAIFI and SAIDI scores are
troubling, the evidence is insufficient to show that these changing metrics warrant an ROE penalty

under PURA § 36.052(2) and (4) due to the quality of SWEPCO's services and management.
Instead, as addressed in Section VII below, the ALJs find these concerns are more appropriately

addressed by adjusting SWEPCO's vegetation management expense. Accordingly, Staff's
recommended ROE penalty is not adopted. For the same reasons, SWEPCO should not be required

to retain an independent consultant to review its transmission system.

In addition, the ALJs exclude from consideration the results ofMr. D'Ascendis's analyses

that used the Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group. SWEPCO failed to demonstrate that the
companies in this proxy group were comparable in risk to SWEPCO. Accordingly, the ALJs give
no weight to the 12.12% (11.81% rebuttal) equity cost rate that Mr. D'Ascendis calculated for this

group and used in his analysis. 742

The parties' remaining analyses were factored into the ALJs' recommended ROE. As

discussed at the outset of this section, the experts presenting testimony on the appropriate ROE for

SWEPCO employed both mathematical analyses and empirical data. The results of their analyses

and examinations were predictably grouped: Staff and the intervenors at one end with a relatively
tight grouping of recommended ROEs in the range of 9.0% to 9.225%, and SWEPCO at the
opposite end recommending an ROE of 10.35%.743

741 SWEPCO Ex. 41 (Boezio Reb.) at 7.
742 See SWEPCO Ex. 8 (D'Ascendis Dir.), Exh. DWD-7 at 1; SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.), Exh. DWD-1R

at 36.
743
The exception is Walmart's recommendation of"no higher than 9.6%," which was based on a review of approved
ROEs nationwide and in Texas, rather than mathematical analyses.
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Despite these variations, the ROE experts' constant growth DCF analyses produced

relatively similar results-notably, with SWEPCO at 8.73% (direct) and 9.42% (rebuttal)-and
the parties had few criticisms of each other's inputs and results. However, as Mr. D'Ascendis

pointed out, the use of multiple models adds reliability to the estimation of the common equity
cost rate and is supported in both the financial literature and regulatory precedent.744 Even so, the

ALJs find it is appropriate to give the constant growth DCF analyses more weight, as
Mr. D'Ascendis did himself. 745 In contrast, the ALJs find that CARD and TIEC raised sufficient
concerns with Mr. D'Ascendis' s use of the PRPM risk premium approach that it should be given

less weight in the analysis.

The economic metrics raised by the parties are not singularly aligned. Some of the metrics
argue in favor of a lower ROE, while others argue for a higher ROE. It appears to the ALJs that

there is no clearly dispositive factor on the subj ective side of the analysis.

Taking these analyses into consideration, weighted as described, a reasonable range for

SWEPCO's ROE would be from 9.0% on the low end to 9.9% on the high end. Given that there
is no clear indicator within the economic, subjective group of factors, the ALJs conclude that a

mid-point of this range is the best approximation of the appropriate ROE for SWEPCO. In this
case, the point would be 9.45%, which the ALJs recommend the Commission adopt.

B.

Cost of Debt [PO Issue 8]

SWEPCO requests adoption ofits actual cost of debt at the end ofthe test year of4.18%. 746
SWEPCO witness Renee Hawkins testified that the Company' s cost of debt was calculated in
accordance with Commission practices and is consistent with prior Texas rate cases. 747

744 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 106.
745

See SWEPCO Reply Brief at 42-43 (explaining that Mr. D'Ascendis gave 62.5% weight to his DCF result).

746 SWEPCO Ex. 9 (Hawkins Dir.) at 4-5.
747 SWEPCO Ex. 9 (Hawkins Dir.) at 4-5.
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The only party to challenge SWEPCO' s requested cost of debt was Staff, which proposes
that it be reduced to 4.08%.748 This reduction results from Staff witness Filarowicz' s
recommendation to adjust the cost of debt to remove the annual amortization of a Series I Hedge
Loss sustained by SWEPCO in February 2012.749 He testified that the Series I Hedge Loss will be

fully amortized in January 2022, and SWEPCO customers have already paid 93% of this
amortization as of the filing of his testimony in April 2021. 750 By the time new rates from this
docket go into effect, there will be only approximately six months of amortization remaining. As

such, Staff contends it is inappropriate to set new rates based on the hedge loss because the annual
amortization is not indicative of SWEPCO's current annual cost of debt.

SWEPCO responds that Mr. Filarowicz's recommendation is shortsighted and an

inappropriate known and measurable change.751 SWEPCO points out that the test year ended
March 31, 2020, and the rates set in this case will go into effect as of March 18, 2021. Based on

these facts, Ms. Hawkins testified that the Series I Hedge Loss amortization occurs during both
the test year and the period when new rates will be in effect. The full amortization of the loss will

not take place until almost two years after the end of the test year.

SWEPCO further argues that Staff' s recommendation pulls one distinct item out of the cost
of debt without considering any other changes that may occur on or before February 2022.

Ms. Hawkins explained that the Company's inclusion ofthe Series I Hedge Loss is reasonable and

consistent with 16 TAC § 25.231(c)(2)(F), the Commission's rule regarding post-test-year
adjustments to rate base. She testified that, although removal of the Series I Hedge Loss may not

be a rate base decrease, it was part ofthe debt and equity components connected to rate base at the
test year end. According to SWEPCO, removing that one component without considering any other

748

Staff Initial Brief at 43-44.

749 Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz) at 31.

750 Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz) at 31.
751

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 56-57.
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post-test-year happenings disregards the scope and purpose of the Commission rule in evaluating

rate base at test year end.

There is no dispute that SWEPCO's actual cost of debt at the end of the test year was
4.18%. The sole issue is whether the timing of the Series I Hedge Loss amortization supports an
adjustment. However, because the effective date for rates set in this proceeding will relate back to

March 18,2021, the Series I Hedge Loss will remain on SWEPCO's books for the vast majority

of the rate year. Thus, even though most of the loss has been amortized as Staff points out, the
amount remaining is not insubstantial. In addition, Staff' s adjustment would remove one item from

the cost of debt without considering other potential changes that could occur during that time
period. For these reasons, the ALJs find it is not appropriate to remove the effect of the

amortization when setting SWEPCO's cost of debt. Accordingly, the ALJs recommend that the

Commission adopt SWEPCO's actual cost of debt at the end of the test year of 4.18%.

C.

Capital Structure [PO Issue 7]
SWEPCO presented testimony showing that its capital structure was composed of

50.63% long-term debt and 49.37% equity.752 No party contested the reasonableness ofthis capital

structure; therefore, the ALJs recommend that the Commission adopt that structure.

D.

Overall Rate of Return [PO Issue 8]

The overall rate of return is a product ofthe capital structure, ROE, and cost of debt. Based

on the discussion set forth above, the ALJs recommend that the Commission adopt the following

overall rate of return for SWEPCO:

Component
Debt
Equity
Overall

Cost
4.18%
9.45%

752 SWEPCO Ex. 9 (Hawkins Dir.) at 3.

Weighting
50.63%
49.37%

Weighted Cost
2.12%
4.67%
6.79%
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Financial Integrity, Including "Ring Fencing" [PO Issue 9]

To protect SWEPCO' s financial integrity and ensure reliable service at just and reasonable

rates, Staff recommends the implementation of certain financial protections to insulate SWEPCO
from its parent company, AEP, and AEP's other subsidiaries. 753 Staff notes that AEP, with

$81 billion of assets, 754 is a large corporation that includes not only SWEPCO as a subsidiary, but
several other entities, including:

•

Verticallv Integrated Utilities: AEP Generating Company, Appalachian Power
Company, Indiana Michigan Power Company, Kingsport Power Company,
Kentucky Power Company, Public Service Company of Oklahoma, SWEPCO, and
Wheeling Power Company, whose business activities consist of owning and
operating assets for the generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity for

sale to retail and wholesale customers;
•

Transmission and Distribution Utilities: AEP Texas and Ohio Power Company,

which own and operate assets for the transmission and distribution of electricity for
sale to retail and wholesale customers. Ohio Power Company purchases energy and
capacity at auction to serve standard service offer customers and provides
transmission and distribution services for all connected load;
•

AEP Transmission Holdco: a company that develops, constructs, and operates
transmission facilities through investments in AEP Transmission Company. AEP
Transmission Holdco also develops, constructs, and operates transmission facilities
through investments in AEP' s transmission-only j oint ventures; and

•

Generation and Marketing: AEP also has business: (1) owning competitive
generation in PJM Interconnection (PJM); (2) performing marketing, risk
management, and retail activities in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
(ERCOT), MISO, PJM, and SPP; and (3) holding contracted renewable energy

investments and management services. 755

753

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 44-48.

754 Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 38.
755 Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 39-40.
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The effects of financial instability or weakness in one entity, according to Staff, could
affect not only AEP as the parent company, but other subsidiaries as well. 756 In an extreme case,
an event that causes severe financial distress for AEP could lead to its bankruptcy-a situation

that, absent the presence of protective measures, could impact subsidiaries like SWEPCO and drag

them into the bankruptcy process.

To address these concerns, Staff recommends that the Commission order SWEPCO to

implement certain "ring-fencing" provisions designed to create a degree of insulation between
SWEPCO and its parent company AEP, as well as other AEP affiliates. In particular, Staff witness
Filarowicz proposed the financial protections listed below. 757 To the extent that SWEPCO's

existing policies comply with these provisions, he recommended that the Commission require
SWEPCO to commit to maintaining those policies. 758

Staff Proposed Financial Protections

1. SWEPCO Credit Ratings. SWEPCO will work to ensure that its credit ratings at
S&P and Moody's remain at or above SWEPCO's current credit ratings.
2. Notification of Less-than-Investment-Grade Rating. SWEPCO will notify the
Commission if its credit issuer rating or corporate rating as rated by either S&P
or Moody's falls below investment-grade level.
3. ROE Commitment. If SWEPCO's issuer credit rating is not maintained as
investment grade by S&P or Moody' s, SWEPCO will not use its
below-investment-grade ratings to justify an argument in favor of a higher
regulatory ROE.

4. Stand-Alone Credit Rating. SWEPCO will take the actions necessary to ensure
the existence of a SWEPCO stand-alone credit rating.
5. No Cross-Default Provisions. SWEPCO's credit agreements and indentures will
not contain cross-default provisions by which a default by AEP or its other
affiliates would cause a default by SWEPCO.
756

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 40.

757 Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 44-45. TIEC generally supports the adoption of standardized ring-fencing measures
for all Texas utilities and also the specific recommendations of Mr. Filarowicz in this case. TIEC Initial Brief at 43.
758

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 44.
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6. No Financial Covenants or Rating-Agency Triggers Related to Another Entitv.
The financial covenant in SWEPCO's credit agreement will not be related to any
entity other than SWEPCO. SWEPCO will not include in its debt or credit

agreements any financial covenants or rating-agency triggers related to any entity
other than SWEPCO.
7. No Sharing of a Credit Facilitv. SWEPCO will not share a credit facility with
any unregulated affiliates.
8. No SWEPCO Debt Secured bv Non-SWEPCO Assets. SWEPCO' s debt will not
be secured by non-SWEPCO assets.
9. No SWEPCO Assets Pledged for Other Entities' Debt. SWEPCO' s assets will
not secure the debt ofAEP or its non-SWEPCO affiliates. SWEPCO' s assets will
not be pledged for any other entity.

10. No Credit for Affiliate Debt. SWEPCO will not hold out its credit as being
available to pay the debt of any AEP affiliates.

11. No Commingling of Assets. Except for access to the utility money pool and the
use of shared assets governed by the Commission' s affiliate rules, SWEPCO will
not commingle its assets with those of other AEP affiliates.
12. Affiliate Asset Transfer Commitment. SWEPCO will not transfer any material
assets or facilities to any affiliates, other than a transfer that is on an arm' s-length
basis in accordance with the Commission' s affiliate standards applicable to
SWEPCO, regardless of whether such affiliate standards would apply to the
particular transaction.
13. No Inter-Companv Lending and Borrowing Commitment. Except for any
participation in an affiliate money pool, SWEPCO will not lend money to or
borrow money from AEP affiliates.

14. No Debt Disproportionallv Dependent on SWEPCO. Without prior approval of
the Commission, neither AEP nor any affiliate of AEP (excluding SWEPCO)
will incur, guaranty, or pledge assets in respect of any incremental new debt that
is dependent on: (1) the revenues of SWEPCO in more than a proportionate
degree than the other revenues of AEP; or (2) the stock of SWEPCO.

15. No Bankruptcy Cost Commitment. SWEPCO will not seek to recover from
customers any costs incurred as a result of a bankruptcy of AEP or any of its

affiliates.
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In support of these proposed financial protections, Staff notes that the Commission has

previously required ring-fencing provisions in several other dockets, including recent rate cases. 759
The ring-fencing provisions in the final orders in those cases are identical or similar to the

provisions Staff suggests in this proceeding. 760 Mr. Filarowicz noted that ring-fencing protections
have been proven to work, most notably, for Oncor Electric Delivery Company (Oncor). 761 In that
instance, the Commission had ordered ring-fencing provisions in Docket No. 34077 that later

effectively insulated Oncor from its parent company's 2014 multi-billion-dollar bankruptcy. 762

SWEPCO disagrees, however, that Commission-imposed protections are necessary to

safeguard its financial integrity and ability to provide reliable service at reasonable rates. 763
SWEPCO notes that the following segregation between SWEPCO and its AEP affiliates already

occurs:
•

SWEPCO does not share its credit facility with any unregulated affiliates;

•

SWEPCO debt is not secured by non-SWEPCO assets;

•

SWEPCO assets do not secure the debt of AEP or its non-SWEPCO affiliates; and

•

SWEPCO has no assets pledged for any other entity.

In addition, SWEPCO contends Mr. Filarowicz did not provide any direct evidence regarding the

specific need to build a ring-fence around SWEPCO, but instead, cites Oncor as a successful

example of ring-fencing measures.

759 See, e.g., Application of Southwestern Public Service Company for Authority to Change Rates,Docket-No. 49831,
Order at FoF Nos . 75 - 91 ( Aug . 27 , 2020 ); Application ofAEP Texas Inc. for Authority to Change Rates, Docket
No . 49494, Order aUFoF Nos. 108-111 (Apr. 6, 1010): Application of CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC for
Authority to Change Rates, Docket No . 49421 , Order at FoF Nos . 71 - 87 (Mar . 9 , 2020 ).
760

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 43.

761

Staff Ex. 1 (Filarowicz Dir.) at 46.

762

Staff Ex . 1 (Filarowicz Dir .) at 46 - 47 ( citing Joint Report and Application of Oncor Electric Delivery Company
and Texas Energy Future Holdings Limited Partnership Pursuant to PURA § 14.101,DoeketNo. 34011, Order on
Rehearing (Apr. 24,2008)).
763

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 58-60.
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SWEPCO witness Hawkins testified that the proposed ring-fencing recommendations are

costly and generally unnecessary. 764 SWEPCO already adheres to the Texas affiliate rules and
there are existing protections in place for SWEPCO's stand-alone credit rating. SWEPCO notes

that the Commission recently addressed ring-fencing measures recommended by Staff for
SWEPCO affiliate AEP Texas in Docket No. 49494. 765 In that proceeding, however, the
Commission only imposed those measures agreed to by AEP Texas in settlement. Ms. Hawkins

noted that SWEPCO already abides by most of the ring-fencing measures included in the final
order in Docket No. 49494, and confirmed that SWEPCO is amenable to similar measures in this
docket. However, Ms. Hawkins disagreed with several of Mr. Filarowicz's recommendations. 766

Specifically, Ms. Hawkins testified against Recommendation No. 3, which requires that

SWEPCO agree not to seek a higher ROE if its credit ratings fall below investment grade.767 She

pointed out that many unknown variables could impact SWEPCO's credit rating and it would be
imprudent to restrict SWEPCO' s ability to request a higher ROE. Mr. D'Ascendis likewise

testified against this recommendation. 768 He maintained that ROE is related to risk, and limiting
SWEPCO's ability to seek a higher ROE commensurate with increased risk does not reflect the

investor-required return. Quite simply, investors will not take on more risk without a higher
potential return.

Ms. Hawkins further testified that Recommendation Nos. 5 and 6 regarding no

cross-default provisions and rating agency triggers are unnecessary and would increase compliance

costs for customers. 769 SWEPCO already issues its own debt based on its stand-alone credit rating.
764

SWEPCO Ex. 39 (Hawkins Reb.) at 3-4.

765

Docket No. 49494, Order at FoF Nos. 108-121 (Apr. 6, 2020).

766

Ms. Hawkins initially raised concerns with Staff' s Recommendation No. 1 because it was unclear (due to the
inadvertent inclusion of the word "dividend" in the title) whether Mr. Filarowicz intended to tie dividend restrictions
to SWEPCO's credit rating. SWEPCO Ex. 39 (Hawkins Reb.) at 5. However, on cross-examination, Mr. Filarowicz
confirmed he did not recommend any dividend restrictions. Tr. at 1062. Therefore, that issue is no longer contested.
SWEPCO Initial Brief at 59.
767

SWEPCO Ex. 39 (Hawkins Reb.) at 8-9.

768 SWEPCO Ex. 38 (D'Ascendis Reb.) at 50.
769

SWEPCO Ex. 39 (Hawkins Reb.) at 9.
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13 is too restrictive.77~ Although

Mr. Filarowicz excluded the utility money pool from his recommendation, there are other

inter-company lending and borrowing programs that could be accessed by SWEPCO in certain

circumstances that would benefit customers.

Based on the foregoing, SWEPCO requests that any additional ring-fencing measures that
unnecessarily increase compliance costs for SWEPCO and its customers be rej ected. Moreover,

SWEPCO specifically requests that Staff' s ring-fencing Recommendation Nos. 3, 5, 6, and 13 be

rejected as unnecessary, overly burdensome, and prohibitive of SWEPCO's ability to provide

reliable service and earn a reasonable return.

In response, Staff argues the ring-fencing provisions should be adopted because the

benefits to SWEPCO's ratepayers far outweigh the costs involved in implementation. 771 Given
that SWEPCO admitted it already abides by most of the ring-fencing measures ordered in Docket

No. 49494, Staff calls into question SWEPCO' s claim that instituting Recommendation Nos. 5
and 6 will unnecessarily increase compliance costs for customers. Moreover, to the extent

compliance costs will increase, Staff emphasizes it is important to keep in mind the end goal of
ensuring SWEPCO's financial integrity and proper insulation from AEP. As such, Staff concludes

that SWEPCO' s contention that the proposed ring-fencing provisions "unnecessarily increase
compliance costs for SWEPCO and its customers" should be rejected in favor ofthe recommended

provisions.

Staff demonstrated that ring-fencing provisions serve a valuable purpose and have proven
effective in Texas specifically in the case of Oncor. Ring-fencing provisions have also been

ordered in three recent rate cases, although each involved a settlement among the parties.772 As
both SWEPCO and Staffnote, one ofthose settlements involved SWEPCO's affiliate, AEP Texas,

770

SWEPCO Ex. 39 (Hawkins Reb.) at 9.

771 Staff Reply Brief at 34.
772

Docket No. 49831, Order at FoF Nos. 75-91 (Aug. 27, 2020); Docket No. 49494, Order at FoF Nos. 108-121
(Apr. 6, 2020); Docket No. 49421, Order at FoF Nos. 71-87 (Mar. 9, 2020).
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and SWEPCO confirmed it is amenable to similar measures in this docket. 773 However, Staff" s
proposed ring-fencing provisions go beyond those ordered for AEP Texas, specifically as to

Recommendation Nos. 3, 5, 6, and 13, which SWEPCO opposes. Staff did not explain why the

specific provisions it recommends were appropriate for SWEPCO. Instead, Staff's primary support

for its ring-fencing recommendations is that they were adopted in other cases for other utilities.

Yet, given the demonstrated value of ring-fencing protections and SWEPCO's
non-opposition to measures similar to those adopted for AEP Texas, the ALJs conclude that the

essentially uncontested provisions (R-ecommendation Nos. 1-2, 4, 7-12, and 14-15) should be

adopted. While SWEPCO raises an overall concern regarding increased compliance costs of

adopting ring-fencing provisions in general, the Company acknowledges that it is already abiding
by most of these measures. Thus, any increase in compliance costs is likely outweighed by the

benefit to SWEPCO and its customers of having the ring-fencing protections in place. As to the
remaining contested provisions (Recommendation Nos. 3, 5, 6, and 13), the ALJs find that the

evidence does not show they are reasonable and necessary for SWEPCO.

Accordingly, the ALJs recommend that the Commission adopt Staff's proposed
ring-fencing provisions listed above, with the exception of Recommendation Nos. 3, 5, 6, and 13,

which should not be adopted.

VII. EXPENSES [PO Issues 1, 14, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 49, 72,
73,74]
A.

Transmission and Distribution O&M Expenses

1.

Transmission O&M Expense [PO Issue 24]

No party challenged the reasonableness of SWEPCO's transmission O&M expenses, and
SWEPCO provided evidence in support of its expenses. SWEPCO witness Dan Boezio discussed
AEP' s and SWEPCO' s transmission systems, the services provided to ensure the system is

773

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 58-59.
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maintained and provides reliable service, and cost and staffing level trends and their underlying
drivers. 774 He also discussed the affiliate component of SWEPCO' s O&M transmission expenses,
recent AEPSC billings to SWEPCO, and benchmarking studies used to gauge the reasonableness
of SWEPCO's affiliate 0&M transmission charges for the test year. 775

2.

Transmission
[PO Issue 46]

Expenses

and

Revenues

under

FERC-approved

Tariff

The net amount that SWEPCO incurred under the SPP OATT during the test year is

included in SWEPCO's requested cost of service in this proceeding. 776 Other than Eastman and
TIEC' s challenge regarding SPP OATT charges incurred for Eastman's retail behind-the-meter

load, the inclusion of the test year SPP OATT expenses and revenues in SWEPCO's requested

cost of service is uncontested. 777

3.

Proposed Deferral of SPP Wholesale Transmission Costs [PO Issues 72,73,74]

SWEPCO proposes that the portion of its ongoing SPP OATT bill that is above or below

the net test year level approved by the Commission in this proceeding be deferred into a regulatory
asset or liability until it can be addressed in a future TCRF or base-rate proceeding. Net ATC

(Approved Transmission Charges) is the difference between the charges that SWEPCO is assessed
for its use of the SPP transmission system that qualify as ATC under 16 TAC § 25.239(b)(1) and

the payments that SWEPCO receives for the use of its transmission system. 778 In short, SWEPCO
seeks an ATC tracker. TIEC, Staff, and ETWSD oppose SWEPCO' s request.

SWEPCO argues that its request is authorized by statute, serves as a complement to an
administrative rule, and is appropriate here to reconcile costs and avoid regulatory lag. SWEPCO
774

SWEPCO Ex. 11 (Boezio Dir.) at 3, 7, 11.

775

SWEPCO Ex. 11 (Boezio Dir.) at 23, 24, 26.

776

SWEPCO Ex. 4 (Brice Dir.) at 12.

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 61.
778 Staff Ex. 4A (Narvaez Dir.) at 7.
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asserts that its request falls under PURA § 36.209(b), which allows for the recovery of changes in

wholesale transmission charges to the electric utility under a tariff approved by a federal regulatory
authority to the extent that the costs or charges have not otherwise been recovered. 779 SWEPCO
states that the net charges and revenues that are subj ect to its proposal are incurred and received
under the FERC-approved SPP OATT, and SWEPCO proposes to record a regulatory asset or

liability only to the extent that those net charges and revenues vary from the net amount being
recovered in base rates. Thus, SWEPCO asserts, the Commission has the authority to implement
an ATC tracker under PURA § 36.209, and implementing one would be consistent with the law' s

legislative history, which indicates the law was intended to allow non-ERCOT utilities cost
recovery opportunities similar to those available to ERCOT utilities. 780 SWEPCO argues that 16
TAC § 25.239 (the TCRF rule which applies to Distribution Service Providers in ERCOT) supports
its request because that rule allows ERCOT Distribution Service Providers to track certain costs.

SWEPCO explains that its proposal is similar and not a substitute for but a complement to 16 TAC
§ 25.239 (the Commission's non-ERCOT TCRF rule). SWEPCO states its proposal is an effective

way to reduce regulatory lag by providing for more timely cost recovery.

The parties that oppose SWEPCO' s request argue that it is contrary to statute,
administrative rule, and Commission precedent. First, they distinguish PURA § 35.004(d) for

ERCOT utilities from PURA § 36.209, which applies to non-ERCOT utilities like SWEPCO. They

argue that Section 36.201 prohibits automatic adjustments with one exception not applicable
here.781 PtJRA § 35.004(d) (for ERCOT utilities) specifically makes Section 36.201 inapplicable

and allows the Commission to "approve wholesale rates that may be periodically adjusted to ensure

timely recovery of transmission investment." 782 But the non-ERCOT provision, PURA § 36.209,
lacks this authorizing language. 783

779

PURA § 36.209(b)

780 House Research Org., Bill Analysis, Tex. C.S.H.B. 989, 79th Leg., R.S. (Apr. 15, 2005).
781

PURA § 36.201.

782 PURA § 35.004.
783 PURA § 36.209.
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Second, these parties argue that SWEPCO's request is inconsistent with 16 TAC
§ 25.239-the non-ERCOT TCRF rule. They state that the ERCOT TCRF rule is based on a

different statute, 784 and the ERCOT rule implements a tracking mechanism, unlike the
non-ERCOT rule.785 They also argue that the non-ERCOT rule limits amendments to TCRFs to

once per calendar year, and the proposed ATC tracker would circumvent this limitation by
providing for contemporaneous rather than annual cost recovery of the ATC component of

transmission costs. 786 They contend that, rather than an ATC tracker in a base rate case, § 25.239(b)
provides the mechanism to account for changes in ATC outside ofa base rate case. 787 These parties
also argue that the proposed ATC tracker goes beyond the historical test year construct used by

the Commission. 788 Moreover, the Commission previously denied a request by SWEPCO to make
a post-test year adjustment for SPP expenses, stating that the TCRF "must be based on the

unadjusted costs that were actually incurred during a historical test year." 789

Third, these parties assert that SWEPCO's request is contrary to Commission precedent.
In Docket No. 46449, SWEPCO proposed to defer certain SPP expenses, but the Commission

denied the request. 790 The Commission also found that such deferred accounting treatment is an
extraordinary remedy warranted only under special circumstances. 791 The parties opposed to the
request argue that SWEPCO has not demonstrated special circumstances here, where its SPP

784
Rulemaking Proceeding to Amend PUC Subst R. 25 . 193 Relating to Distribution Service Provider Transmission
Recovery Factor (TCRjf), Project No. 37909, Order Adopting Amendments to § 25.193 as Approved at the
September 29, 2010 Open Meeting at 33-35 (Oct. 4, 2010) (explaining amendment was adopted under PURA
§ 35.004); PURA § 35.004(d).
785

Compare 16 TAC § 25.193(b)(2)(B) with 16 TAC § 25.239.

786

TIEC Initial Briefat 44; 16 TAC § 25.193(b)(2)(B); TIEC Ex. 1 (Pollack Dir.) at 10.

787

Staff Initial Brief at 50; Staff Ex. 4A (Narvaez Dir.) at 9.

788

16 TAC §§ 25.231(a)-(b), .239; TIEC Initial Brief at 22; TIEC Reply Brief at 22.

1%9 Application of Southwestern Electric Power Company for Approval of a Transmission Cost Recovery Factor,
Docket No. 42448, Order at FoF Nos. 32-45 and CoL No. 8 (Nov. 24, 2014).
790

Docket No. 46449, Order on Rehearing, FoF Nos. 238-244 (Mar. 19,2018).

791

Docket No. 46449, PFD at 278-79 (Sep. 22, 2017).
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OATT revenues have increased more than its SPP OATT charges since SWEPCO' s last rate case
and its last TCRF proceeding. 792

Finally, TIEC, Staff, and ETSWD contend that a ATC tracker is unnecessary. They argue

that, if rates are cost-based, increased revenues resulting from load growth should more or less
match increases in base rate revenue recovery from customers.793 SWEPCO responds that load
growth would match increases in SPP OATT charges only if SPP OATT transmission rates are
static, but they are not-SPP OATT charges can change as often as every month. 794 And Staff

witness Adrian Narvaez admits that, if SWEPCO's rates are not sufficiently cost-based, then it is

possible SWEPCO could recover either more or less than the amount of costs included in the test
year ATC component of the TCRF baseline.795 Those opposing the request emphasize the same

evidence, arguing that SWEPCO' s proposal could result in an over-recovery of transmission
charges-which PURA § 36.209(b) and 16 TAC § 25.239 prohibit. 796 Those opposing the request

also give a second reason a ATC tracker is unnecessary here: SWEPCO' s SPP revenues have
increased more than SWEPCO's charges since SWEPCO's last rate case and last TCRF

proceeding. 797 They add that SWEPCO' s request is piecemeal ratemaking because it only tracks
changes to a single part of rates (ATC), not changes in other costs and revenues. 798

The ALJs recommend rejecting SWEPCO' s proposed ATC tracker. SWEPCO' s
comparison to the ERCOT TCRF rule is misplaced because here 16 TAC § 25.239 applies, rather
than PURA § 35.004(d). As Staff, TIEC, and ETSWD argue, an ATC tracker is contrary to and

not specified in 16 TAC § 25.239. Additionally, SWEPCO has not shown that deferred accounting

792 TIEC Ex. 1 (Pollock Dir.) at 11.
793

Staff Ex. 4A (Narvaez Dir.) at 8.

794

See Docket No. 42448, Order at FoF No. 37 (Nov. 24, 2014) (finding SWEPCO's charges under SPP's schedules

9 and 11 can change as often as every month).
795 Staff Ex. 4A (Narvaez Dir.) at 8.
796

Staff Ex. 4A (Narvaez Dir.) at 10-11.

797 TIEC Ex. 1 (Pollock Dir.) at 11.
798 TIEC Ex. 1 (Pollock Dir.) at 10.
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is appropriate in this situation or that the proposed recovery mechanism is needed here, where its
SPP revenues have increased more than its charges.
4.

Distribution O&M Expense [PO Issue 24]

SWEPCO states that its total company adjusted test year O&M expenses for distribution

activities was approximately $93.65 million.799 No party contests this amount.

SWEPCO provided evidence in support of the necessity and reasonableness of its
distribution O&M expense. SWEPCO explained its distribution system-over 9,960 square miles,

comprising approximately 8,769 miles of overhead conductor, and 832 miles of underground

conductor to a low-density customer group distributed over a large area. 800 SWEPCO discussed

its budgeting and cost-control initiatives to keep costs at the minimal reasonable level and
confirmed that it outsources work where appropriate to control costs. 801 SWEPCO also provided
benchmarking data showing that its average total company distribution 0&M costs compare

favorably to the median level of expenditures for peer groups for each year studied. 802

The ALJs recommend approval of SWEPCO's proposed distribution O&M expense.

5.

Distribution Vegetation Management Expenses and Program Expansion
[PO Issue 27]

SWEPCO seeks an annual vegetation management spend of $14.57 million. 803 This is an

increase of $5 million over the $9.57 million in vegetation management expenses incurred in the

test year. 804 SWEPCO states that the requested increase will be used solely for increased vegetation

799

SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 21.

800

SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 3-4.

801 SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 25.
802

SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 27-28.

803 SWEPCO Ex. 3 (Smoak Dir.) at 6.
804 SWEPCO Ex. 3 (Smoak Dir.) at 6.
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management. 805 SWEPCO also agrees to periodic reporting to the Commission about the

vegetation management and the funds spent. 806

a.

SWEPCO's Position

SWEPCO argues that additional vegetation management is needed for the reliability of its

distribution system. 807 SWEPCO notes that its overhead distribution lines are in rural areas with
heavy vegetation and some of the heaviest levels of precipitation in the state.808 One of the top
causes of outages within its territory is vegetation.809 During the test year, for example, vegetation

accounted for 2,641 customer service interruptions-40.1% and 49.1% of its overall SAIFI and
SAIDI, respectively. 810 SWEPCO states that additional funds should be spent to address this. 811

SWEPCO argues that additional spending on vegetation management will improve system

reliability. 812 SWEPCO relies on past experience in 2018 and 2019 where 11 circuits with
approximately 283 circuit miles (about 3.3% of SWEPCO's overhead distribution circuits) were

fully cleared, resulting in improved reliability-fewer outages, a reduced number of customers
affected, and reduced customer minutes of interruption. 813 SWEPCO witness Drew Seidel testified
that he expects the additional spending to produce similar improvements. 814

805

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 66.

806

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 66.

807

SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 16.

808

SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 4.

809

SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 19.

810

SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 19.

811

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 66.

812

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 66-67.

813 SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 17-18.
814 SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 18, 20.
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SWEPCO agrees that implementing a four-year trim cycle would produce improved
reliability benefits for customers.815 And SWEPCO is willing to accept Staff' s proposal of a

four-year trim cycle if fully funded. 816 But SWEPCO argues that because the four-year trim cycle
is estimated to cost $38.35 million annually, the cost is too much for customers to absorb at once. 817

SWEPCO emphasizes that additional vegetation management is needed because without it
there will likely be degradation in SAIDI and SAIFI. 818 SWEPCO also notes that the additional
vegetation management spend authorized in a prior case had a significant positive effect on SAIDI
and SAIFI for the cleared circuits. 819

b.

Staff's Position

Staff argues that SWEPCO' s request for an additional $5 million for vegetation
management should be approved with conditions: (1) SWEPCO should be required to file periodic

reports in a compliance docket related to additional vegetation management funds and report on
the effect of the additional spending in a manner consistent with another case; and (2) SWEPCO

should implement a four-year trim cycle within twelve months of the filing of the final order in

this proceeding. 820

Staff contends that SWEPCO should receive the proposed increase in vegetation
management expense to help improve service reliability. Staff notes that SWEPCO's service
reliability has failed to meet the Commission' s standards. In the test year ending in March 2020,

SWEPCO slightly failed the Commission's SAIFI standard.821 And over the past nine years,

815

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 68; SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 20.

816

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 68.

817

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 68-69; SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 20.

818 SWEPCO Ex. 40 (Seidel Reb.) at 7.
819

SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 18.

820

Staff Initial Brief at 50.

821 Staff Ex. 2 (Ramaswamy Dir.) at 5.
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SWEPCO has consistently failed to meet the Commission' s SAIDI standard. 822 To address service

reliability, Staff recommends that SWEPCO's vegetation management request be approved and
that the additional $5 million be spent on distribution vegetation management on SWEPCO's

targeted circuit list. 823 Staff states that this recommendation is consistent with the treatment of a
similar disputed request in SWEPCO' s last base-rate case, where the Commission approved the

request but required periodic status reports. 824

Staff also argues that a four-year trim cycle should be implemented. Staffnotes that utilities

must make reasonable efforts to prevent interruptions of service. 825 SWEPCO witness Seidel

agrees that a four-year trim cycle would be the best long-term solution for vegetation
management. 826 Staff argues that, although SWEPCO protests that a four-year trim cycle is too
expensive, SWEPCO should not be allowed to fail to meet reliability standards. 827 And Staff states

that even though the amount of money needed to implement a four-year trim cycle is not known
and measurable and therefore cannot be recovered in rates in this case, SWEPCO must improve

its reliability and can seek recovery of increased vegetation management expenses in its next rate
case after implementing a four-year trim cycle. 828

c.

OPUC's Position

OPUC opposes SWEPCO's proposed increase in vegetation management expense. 829
OPUC argues that, although SWEPCO provided data about particular circuits and identified
improvements for 11 circuits with approximately 283 miles, the SAIFI and SAIDI scores do not

822 Staff Ex. 2 (Ramaswamy Dir.) at 5.
823 Staff Ex. 2 (Ramaswamy Dir.) at 12.

824 Staff Ex. *Ramaswamy -Dirj at.13: Compliance Report on Southwestern Electric Pow er Company in Accordance
with the Order on Rehearing in Docket No . 46449, Docket No . 50052 , Order No . 8 at 1 ( Jun . 9 , 2020 ).
825

16 TAC § 25.52.

826

See SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel) at 20.

827

Staff Initial Brief at 54.

828

Staff Initial Brief at 54.

829 OPUC Ex. 1 (Cannady Dir.) at 48.
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show that the proposed increase in spending will produce similar improvements on a system-wide

basis. 830 Relying on past spending and data, OPUC witness Cannady noted that changes in
spending do not necessarily result in corresponding improvements to the SAIFI for the distribution

system. 831 She added that SWEPCO's SAIDI has significantly increased. 832 And the SAIDI
increase, according to SWEPCO, was in part due to new policies on tree trimming, and SWEPCO

has not shown how additional vegetation management spending will impact the duration time of
outages under its new trimming policy. 833 Thus, OPUC argues, SWEPCO' s request for additional
vegetation management expense should be denied because SWEPCO has failed to show a positive

correlation between additional spending and better customer service.834

d.

CARD's Position

CARD opposes SWEPCO' s proposed $5 million increase in vegetation management
expense. CARD argues that the additional spending is unjustified. CARD witness M. Garrett

explained that in its previous rate case SWEPCO received a $2 million increase in funding over
its 2016 test year level-authorizing SWEPCO to recover approximately $9.93 million per year. 835
But, although spending more money since 2016, SWEPCO reported a SAIFI of 1.73 for 2016 and

1.79 for the test year-not a meaningful improvement. 836 And after the last rate case, in 2017
SWEPCO

did

not "follow through"

on

vegetation

management

spending-spending

approximately $6 million in 2017, $13 million in 2018, and $9.5 million in 2019. 837 Mr. Garrett

stated that a company is not required to spend the amount authorized for vegetation management
expense, but when a company indicates a certain expenditure is necessary and yet fails to spend it,

830 OPUC Ex. 1 (Cannady Dir.) at 49.
831 OPUC Ex. 1 (Cannady Dir.) at 50.
832 OPUC Ex. 1 (Cannady Dir.) at 50.

833 OPUCEx. 1 (Cannady Dir.) at 50-51.
834

OPUC Initial Brief at 15.

835 CARD Ex. 2 (M. Garrett Dir.) at 39.
836 CARD Ex. 2 (M. Garrett Dir.) at 40.
837 CARD Ex. 2 (M. Garrett Dir.) at 40.
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that "raises questions" about whether the cost level is essential.838 Overall, CARD's point is that

SWEPCO's previous vegetation management expenses have not produced sufficient results to

justify additional spending. 839 CARD adds that SWEPCO can spend more money on vegetation

management if needed and in fact is required to do so to provide safe and reliable service to
customers. 840 Thus, CARD asserts, there is no need to increase SWEPCO' s vegetation
management expense. 841

e.

Texas Cotton Ginners' Position

TCGA opposes SWEPCO's request for increased vegetation management expenses. In
addition to joining OPUC's and CARD's arguments, TCGA argues that additional vegetation

management spending is not reasonable or prudent in regard to the Cotton Gin class. TCGA has
five member gins in rural counties in the Texas Panhandle. 842 That service territory in the Texas

Panhandle is over 300 miles from the rest of SWEPCO' s service territory. The Texas Panhandle

area is mostly flat, treeless, grassy plains with little rainfall. The rest of SWEPCO's service
territory in Texas has heavy vegetation and high precipitation. 843 TCGA points out that almost all

of SWEPCO's vegetation management costs are incurred outside the Texas Panhandle service

area. 844 Only 1% of line items for manual clearing distribution management spending were in the
Texas Panhandle, 845 and under a list of herbicide application jobs performed in the test year, none
were in the Texas Panhandle. 846 TCGA argues that if additional vegetation management expenses

are approved, there should be an adjustment to the Cotton Gin rate class because almost all the

838 CARD Ex. 2 (M. Garrett Dir.) at 40.
839

CARD Reply Brief at 19.

840 CARD Ex. 2 (M. Garrett Dir.) at 39.
841

CARD Initial Brief at 41-42.

842

TCGA Ex. 1 (Evans Cross-Reb.) at 15.

843 SWEPCO Ex. 10 (Seidel Dir.) at 1.
844

Tr. at 202.

845

TCGA Ex. 11, SWEPCO's response to CARD RFI 4-53 at 47-48; Tr. at 202.

846

See Tr. at 207-08.
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vegetation management expenses are for work more than 300 miles away done for a different
group of customers. 847

f.

ALJs' Analysis

The ALJs agree with SWEPCO and Staff that an additional $5 million for vegetation
management is justified. The evidence shows that SWEPCO' s service reliability is lacking and
should improve through increased vegetation management. Without the requested increase, the

evidence does not show that SWEPCO would otherwise be able to improve its service reliability
scores. As recommended by Staff, the ALJs also agree that the additional $5 million should be

spent on distribution vegetation management on SWEPCO's targeted circuit list. Although OPUC,
CARD, and TCGA are correct that the sample size of past cleared circuits is small, SWEPCO' s

experience with these circuits shows that well-targeted additional spending should produce
improved reliability results.

The ALJs further agree with SWEPCO' s and Staff' s recommendation to open a compliance

docket to examine SWEPCO's vegetation management practices and spending. Given SWEPCO's

compliance history, further study is prudent, and the periodic reporting should assist the
Commission in ensuring that SWEPCO is spending the additional funds as committed in this

docket
The ALJs, however, decline to require SWEPCO to implement a four-year trim cycle. A

four-year trim cycle comes at significant cost. OPUC, CARD, and TCGA already raise reasonable
concerns about whether additional spending is worthwhile. A compliance docket will allow the

parties to gather additional information for a future decision, and, if needed in the meantime, Staff
has other enforcement methods to address SWEPCO's service reliability.

847

TCGA Initial Brief at 12.
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TCGA' s concern-that vegetation management expenses are not attributable to its

customer class so an adjustment to cotton gin rates is appropriate--is addressed below in the Cost
Allocation section ofthis PFD.

6.

Allocated Transmission Expenses Related to Retail Behind-the-Meter

Generation
To serve its retail and wholesale customers, SWEPCO purchases Network Integration
Transmission Service (NITS) from SPP for the use of SPP' s transmission system. 848 SPP charges
for NITS pursuant to its FERC-approved OATT. 849 SPP allocates the cost ofusing its transmission

system to NITS customers (referred to as Network Customers in the OATT) 850 based on the ratio
of each customer' s monthly "Network Load" to the total system load at the time of the monthly

system peak. 851 To obtain the data necessary to make this allocation, SPP requires Network
Customers, such as SWEPCO, to submit their monthly Network Load data to SPP.

In October 2018, SWEPCO changed how it reports its monthly Network Load to SPP by
adding load served by retail behind-the-meter generation (BTMG). 852 In this context, BTMG refers

to a generation unit that is behind the transmission system meter-i. e., not directly connected to

the bulk transmission system-and is intended to serve all or part of the capacity or energy needs
for the load behind the meter without withdrawing energy from the SPP transmission system. 853

848

SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 4. SWEPCO has transferred functional control of its transmission facilities to

SPP.
849 SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 4.
850

SPP OATT at Part I, Section 1 "N - Definitions."

851

SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 5. The SPP OATT defines"Network Load" as "The load that a Network Customer
designates for Network Integration Transmission Service under Part III of the Tariff. The Network Customer' s
Network Load shall include all load served by the output of any Network Resources designated by the Network
Customer. A Network Customer may elect to designate less than its total load as Network Load but may not designate
only part of the load at a discrete Point of Delivery. Where an Eligible Customer has elected not to designate a
particular load at discrete points of delivery as Network Load, the Eligible Customer is responsible for making separate
arrangements under Part II of the Tariff for any Point-To-Point Transmission Service that may be necessary for such
non-designated load." SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 3.
852

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 78; SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 12.

853 SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 7.
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Retail BTMG (in contrast to wholesale BTMG) is on - site generation operated by a retail end -use

customer to serve its own local load requirements. 854 Retail BTMG may be large scale, such as an

industrial customer with a cogeneration facility, or small scale, such as a residential rooftop solar

facility.

Historically, for SPP transmission cost allocation purposes, SWEPCO had reported retail
BTMG on a net basis, meaning that it excluded any portion of a retail customer's load served by
its own BTMG. 855 However, in October 2018, SWEPCO began reporting retail BTMG on a gross
basis, so that it now includes the load served by retail BTMG in its calculation of Network Load.

In other words, SWEPCO is reporting the load it serves, plus the load the retail customer supplies
to itself with its BTMG. SWEPCO made this change after SPP provided educational information
to its stakeholders clarifying that FERC policy and the SPP OATT do not exclude or "net" BTMG
from the Network Load calculation. 856

At this time, SWEPCO is only reporting the retail BTMG load of one customer, Eastman.
Eastman operates an on-site cogeneration facility that generates approximately 150 MW of power
to supply the full load requirements of Eastman's operations. 857 However, during scheduled
maintenance outages and forced/unscheduled outages when Eastman' s generation is not operating,

Eastman purchases standby electricity service from SWEPCO under SWEPCO's Supplementary,
Backup, Maintenance and As-Available Power Service Tariff (SBMAA Tariff). 858 Under this
tariff, Eastman pays a reservation demand charge for standby power each month and a daily

demand charge when it actually takes standby power from SWEPCO. 859

854

Eastman Ex. 1 (Al-Jabir Dir.) at 5.

855

If the retail customer' s BTMG was offline or not serving its full load requirement, the retail customer' s actual load
would have been included in Network Load if it occurred at a monthly peak.

856 SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 23; SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 11.
857 Eastman Ex. 1 (Al-Jabir Dir.) at 4, 11. Eastman purchased the cogeneration facility, a combined-cycle gas-fired
turbine generator, from AEP in 2008 and has been a SWEPCO customer since then. Eastman Initial Brief at 5.

858 Eastman Ex. 1 (Al-Jabir Dir.) at 4, 12.
859 Eastman Ex. 1 (Al-Jabir Dir.) at 4.
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During the test year, the Network Load that SWEPCO reported to SPP included 146 MW
of load served by Eastman' s BTMG. 860 The higher reported Network Load resulted in SPP

allocating a higher share of its transmission system costs to SWEPCO, which was reflected in
SWEPCO's NITS charges in the test year. SWEPCO requests recovery of its test year NITS
charges in this proceeding. The charges are part of SWEPCO' s overall transmission costs, which
SWEPCO allocates jurisdictionally among Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana. SWEPCO estimates
that including the retail BTMG load in its calculation of Network Load resulted in an increase of

$5.7 million to its Texas retail revenue requirement in the test year.861 SWEPCO proposes to

recover this additional cost, in part, through a new transmission charge that would apply solely to
Eastman. 862 This charge would increase Eastman's annual cost by $3.96 million as proposed in

SWEPCO's application or $3.27 million as revised in SWEPCO's rebuttal. 863

Eastman and TIEC argue that SWEPCO should not have included retail BTMG load in its
calculation of Network Load. Therefore, they recommend a disallowance of $5.7 million from

SWEPCO's requested revenue requirement.

a.

Parties' Positions

To support their competing positions, SWEPCO, Eastman, and TIEC advance various
arguments regarding: (1) the applicability of the filed rate doctrine and FERC jurisdiction; (2) the

proper interpretation of the SPP OATT; (3) whether SWEPCO's treatment ofretail BTMG violates
protections for qualifying facilities (QFs) under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978
(PURPA); 864 (4) whether Eastman' s BTMG has imposed additional costs on SWEPCO's system;

860 TIEC Ex. 1 (Pollock Dir.) at 13.
861 Eastman Ex. 7, SWEPCO's response to TIEC RFI 5-1.
862

Tr. at 1262-63.

863

TIEC Ex. 77, Excerpt from RFP Schedule Q-7; TIEC Ex. 78, SWEPCO's response to Staff RFI 19-2,
Attachment 1; Tr. at 1504-05.
864

QFs are small power production facilities and cogeneration facilities that are either self-certified or certified by
FERC as QFs under PURPA. See 16 U.S.C. § 796(17)(C), (18)(A); 18 C.F.R. § 292.203. QFs receive certainbenefits,
such as the right to sell power to utilities and the right to purchase certain services from utilities. Eastman Ex. 1
(Al-Jabir Dir.) at 20 n. 16. Small solar rooftop generators are also QFs. Tr. at 1162.
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(5) whether SWEPCO's treatment of Eastman's BTMG is discriminatory; and (6) whether

SWEPCO has met its burden of proof regarding the proposed $5.7 million revenue-requirement
increase.

i.

Filed Rate Doctrine/FERC Jurisdiction

There is no dispute that the NITS charges included in SWEPCO's application were billed
by SPP and paid by SWEPCO. 865 According to SWEPCO, that fact alone is sufficient to establish

their reasonableness under the filed rate doctrine, which requires that interstate power rates filed
with FERC or fixed by FERC be given binding effect by the Commission when determining

interstate rates. 866 In support, SWEPCO cites Docket No. 42448, a SWEPCO TCRF case in which
the Commission concluded that: "Under the filed rate doctrine, proof that the SPP charges included
in the approved transmission charges were billed to and paid by SWEPCO pursuant to the SPP

OATT demonstrates the reasonableness of the charges for retail ratemaking purposes as a rnatter

of law ?, 867
SWEPCO also claims TIEC and Eastman are seeking to circumvent FERC's exclusive

jurisdiction. According to SWEPCO, the retail BTMG issue boils down to a dispute between SPP
and both Eastman and TIEC over how to interpret the SPP OATT, a matter solely within FERC' s

jurisdiction to resolve. 868 Under the Federal Power Act, FERC has exclusive jurisdiction over the

wholesale sale or transmission of electricity in interstate commerce, and therefore, is the exclusive
arbiter of disputes involving a tariff' s interpretation. 869 SWEPCO contends it is immaterial whether
FERC has specifically been asked to decide the proper treatment of retail BTMG under the SPP

865

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 71.

866 Entergy Louisiana, Inc. v. Louisiana Pub. Serv. Comm 'n, 539 U .S. 39, 41 ( 2003 ).
867

Docket No. 42448, Order at CoL No. 18 (Nov. 24, 2014) (emphasis added) (citingMississippi Power & Light Co.
v. Mississippi ex rel. Moore, 487 U.S. 354, 373 (1988)).
868
869

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 73-74.

AEP Texas North Co . v . Texas Indus. Energy Consumers, 413 F . 3d 581, 585 - 86 ( 5th Cir. 2006 ) (" FERC , not the
state, is the appropriate arbiter of any disputes involving a tariffs interpretation. Congress has given FERC exclusive
jurisdiction to determine whether wholesale rates are just and reasonable."); see also 16 U. S.C. § 824(b)
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OATT, as FERC jurisdiction does not turn on whether a particular matter was actually determined
in a FERC proceeding. 870 SWEPCO notes that Eastman witness Ali Al-Jabir and TIEC witness
Jeffry Pollock agreed that FERC has exclusive jurisdiction to address violations of the SPP

OATT. 871 SWEPCO further asserts that Eastman and TIEC may raise the issue at FERC if they

choose to do so. 872

Eastman responds that the filed rate doctrine does not apply here because Eastman is not

disputing whether SPP applied the FERC-approved rate to calculate SWEPCO's NITS charges. 873

Instead, the higher allocation ofjurisdictional costs is due to SWEPCO' s voluntary decision to
change its interpretation of the SPP OATT and start reporting Eastman' s BTMG load. If SWEPCO
had not changed how it reports retail BTMG load, SPP would not have billed the additional costs

SWEPCO now seeks to recover. Eastman also contends that SWEPCO's treatment is contrary to

one ofthe principles underlying the filed rate doctrine, which is to prevent carriers from engaging
in pricing discrimination between ratepayers. 874 According to Eastman, SWEPCO' s decision to
report the retail BTMG load of only one customer in one jurisdiction actually results in price

discrimination between ratepayers. Additionally, Eastman claims that SWEPCO's reliance on
Docket No. 42448 is misplaced because it was a TCRF case designed to recover expenditures for

transmission infrastructure improvement costs and changes in wholesale transmission charges. 875

870

See Entergy Louisiana, Inc., 539 U.S. at 50 ("It matters not whether FERC has spoken to the precise classification
of ERS units, but only whether the FERC tariff dictates how and by whom that classification should be made.").
871

Tr. at 621, 644.

872

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 74; see also 16 U.S.C. §§ 824e, 825e; 18 C.F.R. § 385.206(a) ("Any person may file a
complaint seeking Commission action against any other person alleged to be in contravention or violation of any
statute, rule, order, or other law administered by the Commission, or for any other alleged wrong over which the
Commission may have jurisdiction.").
873

Eastman Reply Brief at 7.

874

Eastman Reply Brief at 8 (citing Keogh v. Chicago & AUF. Ry. Co., 260 U.S. 156, 163 (1922) ("[The filed rate

doctrinel prevails, because otherwise the paramount purpose of Congress-prevention of unjust discriminationmight be defeated ."); Town of Norwood, Mass. v . New England Power Co., 101 ¥ . 3d 408, 419 ( lst Cir . 2000 ) (" It is
quite true that one rationale of the filed rate doctrine is to prevent discriminatory damage awards to different
customers."); Marcus v. AT*T Corp., 138 F.3d 46, 58 (2d Cir. 1998) (recognizing one of the principles underlying
the filed rate doctrine as "preventing carriers from engaging in price discrimination as between ratepayers")).
875

Eastman Reply Brief at 8-10.
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In this case, however, SWEPCO did not identify any new construction of transmission facilities
that drives the new allocation of costs from SPP.

Eastman further argues that its redress is with the Commission, not FERC. 876 According to

Eastman, there are at least three problems with SWEPCO suggesting FERC as the sole solution.
First, it is questionable whether Eastman would have standing to file a complaint because it is not

an SPP Network Customer as defined by the OATT. Second, SWEPCO has not addressed the
Commission's jurisdiction to inquire whether a new SPP jurisdictional allocation of costs is

includable in SWEPCO's revenue requirement under the facts of this case. And third, SWEPCO
does not dispute that FERC' s jurisdiction is exclusively wholesale, not retail. The Commission has

sole authority to set SWEPCO's retail rates.

TIEC contends that the Commission precedent in Docket No. 42448 regarding the filed
rate doctrine relates to amounts paid to SPP "pursuant to the SPP OATT," which does not apply

here because, according to TIEC, SWEPCO's treatment of retail BTMG is inconsistent with the

OATT. 877 TIEC further contends that the other cases SWEPCO cites do not deprive the
Commission of the ability to disallow payments that were not pursuant to the OATT. Specifically,

in Entergy Louisiana, Inc., the court stated that " we have no occasion to address the exclusivity of
FERC's jurisdiction to determine whether and when a tariff has been violated;"878 thus, the court

did not address the issue. AEP TexasNorth Co. is distinguishable in TIEC's view because the tariff
at issue, a FERC-approved agreement, specifically authorized AEPSC to implement the

agreement's cost-sharing terms. Therefore, when a state rejected AEPSC' s determination, the
state's decision was inconsistent with the tariff and preempted by federal law. Here, however,

TIEC states that FERC has not designated SWEPCO as the sole, official arbiter of monthly
Network Load calculations under the OATT, and SPP disclaims that it has any audit or

enforcement responsibility. 879
876

Eastman Reply Brief at 11-12.

877

TIEC Reply Brief at 33.

878

See Entergy Louisiana, Inc., 539 U . S. at 51 .

879

TIEC Reply Brief at 34.
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Finally, as discussed below, TIEC contends the $5.7 million revenue-requirement increase

that SWEPCO identifies results from how SWEPCO allocated its transmission charges

jurisdictionally. 880 Thus, TIEC concludes the issue here is not a disallowance of SPP charges, but
rather, the appropriateness of SWEPCO's jurisdictional allocation, a matter well within the

Commission's jurisdiction to address. 881

ii. Interpretation of the SPP OATT

SWEPCO contends that the change in how it reports retail BTMG load was not the result
of the Company's interpretation of the SPP OATT or a voluntary choice, despite Eastman's and
TIEC' s assertions otherwise. 882 Instead, SWEPCO was directed by SPP to change how it reports
monthly Network Load. 883 In support, SWEPCO offered the testimony of Charles Locke, SPP's
Director of Transmission Policy and Rates, who testified that FERC policy under Order Nos. 888
and 890 requires generation, including BTMG that serves Network Load, to be included in the

Network Customer' s load ratio share of costs. 884 According to Mr. Locke, the rules set forth in
these FERC orders are implemented by SPP's OATT, which: (1) provides no exception to exclude
or "net" BTMG from Network Load calculations; and (2) does not differentiate between retail and
wholesale BTMG (thus, providing no basis to report the two differently). 885 As a result, all

Network Customers should be including loads served by BTMG in their monthly Network Load

calculations. 886

880

TIEC Reply Brief at 27-28.

881 See Entergy Texas, Inc. v. Nelson, 889 F 3d 105, 209 - 10 ( 5th Cir . 2018 ).
882 SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 8.
883

SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 10.

884 SWEPCO Ex . 51 (Locke Reb .) at 6 ; Promoting Wholesale Competition Through Open Access Nondiscriminatory
Transmission Services by Public Utilities; Recovery of Stranded Costs by Public Utilities and Transmitting Utilities,
Order No . 888 , FERC Stats . & Regs . 1[ 31 , 036 , 61 Fed . Reg . 21 , 540 ( 1996 ); see Preventing Undue Discrimination
and Prefkrence in Transmission Service, Order No. 890, FERC Stats. & Regs. f 31,241, 72 Fed. Reg. 12,266, at
P 1619 (2007).
885

SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 5. Eastman's and TIEC's witnesses on this topic acknowledged that wholesale
BTMG is reported on a gross basis, but each argued that retail BTMG should be reported on a net basis. Eastman
Ex. 1 (Al-Jabir Dir.) at 6-7; TIEC Ex. 1 (Pollock Dir.) at 17.

886 SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 5.
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The calculation of monthly Network Load is specifically addressed in Section 34.4 of the

SPP OATT, which provides that: "The Network Customer' s monthly Network Load is its hourly

load (60 minutes, clock-hour); provided, however, the Network Customer' s monthly Network
Load will be its hourly load coincident with the monthly peak of the zone where the Network

Customer load is physically located." 887 Mr. Locke testified that this language requires SWEPCO
to include in its monthly Network Load all electricity that a retail customer is providing to itself at

the time of the zonal coincident peak. 888 He maintained that there are no exceptions-the
requirement applies to QFs under PURPA and small generators such as rooftop solar. 889

According to SWEPCO, SPP has confirmed the directive to report retail BTMG loads in
multiple presentations to SPP members.890 For example, in a March 2018 presentation regarding

Network Load reporting, SPP asserted that "[flor network service at a discrete delivery point, SPP
understands FERC's general policy as requiring all actual load to be reported," and "[flor a discrete

delivery point under network service, SPP has identified no generally applicable exemptions for
partial load served by: Behind-the-Meter Generation."891

Eastman and TIEC, however, disagree that there was an SPP directive for Network

Customers to change how they report Network Load. 892 They note that, when asked to provide all
instances in which SWEPCO was instructed to include retail BTMG load in Network Load,
SWEPCO did not produce a single document.893 At the hearing, Mr. Locke could not identify a
specific date when SPP determined that retail BTMG load must be included. 894 Further, according

to Eastman, the SPP presentations that SWEPCO relies on do not qualify as a directive, especially

887

SPP OATT at Part III, Section 34.4.

888

Tr. at 817.

889

Tr. at 817-18.

890

SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 7 and Exh. CRR-1R at 19-20, 42.

891 SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.), Exh. CRR-1R at 19-20.
892

Eastman Initial Brief at 12-13; TIEC Reply Brief at 29-30.

893

See TIEC Exs. 66-68, SWEPCO's responses to TIEC RFIs 14-1, 14-2, 14-3.

894

Tr. at 788.
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when they note inconsistencies in the reporting practices ofNetwork Customers and the "need for

clarity." 895 Without a formal directive, Eastman claims SWEPCO's decision to report Eastman' s
BTMG load was voluntary.

The voluntariness of SWEPCO's decision is further shown, according to Eastman, by the
fact that the dispute within SPP and among its stakeholders on how to report retail BTMG is not

settled. 896 As support, Eastman lays out the chronology of events regarding the policy debate at
SPP on the proper treatment of retail BTMG. In 2016 and 2017, SPP considered revisions to its

business practices and OATT, respectively, (discussed in more detail below) that would have
addressed retail BTMG, but neither proposal was adopted. SPP also conducted two surveys of its
members regarding treatment of retail BTMG, one in 2017 to gain an understanding of the load

reporting practices ofNetwork Customers, and another in 2019 to gauge SPP stakeholder interest
in changes to the Network Load reporting requirements.897 In the 2019 survey, a minority of

Network Customers (11 of 44) were reporting retail BTMG load on a gross basis.898 In

presentations in 2018 and 2019, SPP staff noted that Network Customers were not consistently
reporting retail BTMG in their Network Load. 899 And more recently, in a presentation dated

January 11-12, 2021, SPP staff proposed to "develop a whitepaper containing proposed policies

for proper treatment of behind-the-meter load and generation," but such action was deferred until

at least July 2021.9oo

Eastman further argues SWEPCO's inclusion of retail BTMG load was voluntary because
Mr. Locke admitted that SPP has no authority to audit Network Customers' reports and has no

enforcement responsibility. 901 According to Mr. Locke, SPP is obligated to accept the Network

895

See SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.), Exh. CRR-1R at 41.

896

Eastman Initial Brief at 13-15.

897

See SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 22.

898

TIEC Ex. 36A, SWEPCO response to TIEC RFI 13-2, Attachment 2.

899

See SWEPCOEx. 52 (Ross Reb.), Exh. CRR-1Rat 31-33,41.

900

See Eastman Ex. 2 (Al-Jabir Supp. Dir.) at 11-12; SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.), Exh. CRR--1R at 37.

901

Eastman Initial Brief at 15 (citing Tr. at 771).
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Load reports provided by its customers. 902 Given the lack of enforcement authority and

inconsistency in how Network Customers were reporting retail BTMG loads, Eastman asserts

SWEPCO should have declined to start including Eastman' s BTMG load in its monthly reports.

In addition, both Eastman and TIEC contend SWEPCO' s decision to change how it reports
retail BTMG load was not required by the SPP OATT.903 The OATT's definition of monthly
Network Load has not changed since its adoption more than 20 years ago. 904 According to TIEC,

adding retail BTMG load to SWEPCO' s monthly Network Load is actually inconsistent with the

plain language of the OATT.905 Specifically, Section 34.4 of the OATT requires a Network

Customer to report its hourly load coincident with the zonal peak. Here, the Network Customer is
SWEPCO, not the retail customer, so the OATT is referring to SPFEPCO's hourly load, not the
retail customer' s load served by its BTMG. TIEC also notes that AEP, on behalf of SWEPCO and
its affiliates, previously agreed that load served by retail BTMG did not meet the OATT's
definition of Network Load. 906 AEP explained, in response to SPP' s 2019 survey, that the
definition of Network Load includes "all load served by the output of any Network Resources

designated by the Network Customer;" 907 however, the Network Customer does not serve load
supplied by a retail customer's BTMG (unless the BTMG is offline), and such load is not a

Network Resource as defined by the OATT. 908

As further support for their interpretation of the OATT, Eastman and TIEC point to two

SPP "revision requests" that were not adopted. 909 In 2016, the SPP Billing Determinants Task
Force prepared a revision request to SPP's business practices to clarify that Network Load does
902

Tr. at 774.

903

Eastman Initial Brief at 13; TIEC Initial Brief at 48-51.

904

See Tr. at 784.

905

TIEC Initial Brief at 50.

906

See TIEC Ex. 36B, AEP response to SPP 2019 survey.

907

SPP OATT at Part I, Section 1 "N - Definitions."

908

TIEC Ex. 36B, AEP response to SPP 2019 survey.

909

TIEC Initial Brief at 51-53; Eastman Reply Brief at 17. A revision request is an SPP process to amend certain SPP
governing documents, including the OATT and SPP Business Practices. SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 10 n.21.
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not include the capacity of"a generator of an individual retail customer where the output of such
generator is owned by the retail customer and is intended to be consumed by that retail customer,"
i.e., retail BTMG.910 Because there was no corresponding proposal to change the OATT, TIEC

contends this revision request reflected an assumption that the existing OATT language did not
include retail BTMG in monthly Network Load. Otherwise, a revision to the OATT, not a business

practice, would have been required.

The following year, SPP staff proposed Revision Request (RR) 241, which would have

amended Section 34.4 of the OATT to, among other things, add the following language related to
retail BTMG:

The output from a generation unit with a nameplate rating greater than 1.0 MW, or

the sum of the output from generation units with a combined nameplate rating
greater than 1.0 MW, located behind a retail end-use customer' s meter shall be
included in the Network Customer' s determination of monthly Network Load. 911
According to Eastman and TIEC, this language would have for the first time included retail BTMG

load greater than 1.0 MW in the calculation of a Network Customer' s monthly Network Load.
Adding this language would have been unnecessary if the calculation of monthly Network Load

already included retail BTMG load. They assert the plain language does not support SWEPCO's

opposite interpretation that RR 241 would have excluded retail BTMG loads less than 1 . 0 MW .
RR 241 was ultimately rejected, 912 so in Eastman's and TIEC's view, the OATT continues to

exclude all retail BTMG when calculating Network Load.

Eastman and TIEC also assert that SWEPCO's interpretation of the OATT is contrary to a
FERC decision addressing MISO's tariff, which defines monthly network load virtually identically

910

TIEC Ex. 45 at Bates 016.

911

TIEC Ex. 42 at Bates 005.

912

TIEC Ex. 42 at Bates 002.
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to SPP' s OATT.913 When Entergy joined MISO approximately ten years ago, it brought with it a

number of QFs under PURPA that generated their own electricity.914 MISO adopted an
"Integration Plan" that allowed Entergy' s operating companies to report the net load of QFs in
Energy's service area when determining network load. 915 A QF challenged the Integration Plan

with FERC, but FERC declined to order changes to the Integration Plan or require it to be included

in MISO's tariff. 916 Therefore, according to Eastman and TIEC, FERC has determined that
reporting a QF's net electricity is consistent with MISO's tariff. 917

Eastman also generally contends SWEPCO should have considered that other Regional

Transmission Organizations (RTC)s) and Independent System Operators (ISOs) do not require their
network customers to include retail BTMG load in determining monthly network load. 918 While

some of these entities, including PJM and the California Independent System Operator (CAISO),
have gone to FERC for a specific ruling, Eastman and TIEC contend this fact is not dispositive in

this case. 919 TIEC also notes that FERC's PJM decision was issued ten years before its decision in
the MISO case discussed above, which TIEC concludes resolved any ambiguity that the existing
language in the FERC OATT did not include retail BTMG load. 920

SWEPCO responds to each ofEastman's and TIEC' s arguments regarding the SPP OATT
and whether retail BTMG load must be reported. As to whether there was an SPP "directive" to

report retail BTMG load, SWEPCO asserts that the notion Mr. Locke, as SPP's Director of
Transmission Policy and Rates, does not represent or speak on behalf of SPP is nonsense. 921

913 See TIEC Ex. 1A (Pollock Dir. Workpapers) at 835 (excerpt from MISO tariff regarding "Determination of
Network Customer's Monthly Network Load").
914

Tr. at 1187.

915

TIEC Ex. 1A (Pollock Dir. Workpapers) at 840.

916

Occidental Chem. Corp. v. Midwest Independent System Operator, Inc., 155 FERC t 61 , 068 at P 76 ( 2016 ).

917

Eastman Initial Brief at 17-18; TIEC Initial Brief at 53-54.

918

Eastman Initial Brief at 17; see also Eastman Ex. 1 (Al-Jabir Dir.) at 19-22.

919

Eastman Reply Brief at 16; TIEC Reply Brief at 31.

920

TIEC Reply Brief at 31.

921 SWEPCO Reply Brief at 65.
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According to SWEPCO, Eastman is essentially arguing that complying with SPP' s directive was
imprudent because SPP lacks enforcement authority. 922 However, SWEPCO emphasizes it does

not operate in this manner. Moreover, the fact that SPP lacks authority to penalize SWEPCO does
not preclude any other affected entity from filing a complaint with FERC alleging a tariff violation,

which could have serious repercussions for SWEPCO. The Company notes that retail customers
in other RTOs have done just that in similar circumstances. 923

SWEPCO also disagrees with Eastman's and TIEC's suggestion that it is reasonable for

SWEPCO to ignore SPP' s directives regarding the reporting of Network Load because other

Network Customers may be doing so.924 SWEPCO' s decision to comply with SPP's load reporting
instructions and express directives is not dependent on the practices or decisions of other SPP

Network Customers. According to SWEPCO, what other Network Customers do and whatever
their motivations might be are not relevant to whether SWEPCO has acted in compliance with
SPP's directive.

In addition, SWEPCO points out that Eastman and TIEC were both aware of SPP's position
on Network Load reporting under the SPP OATT well before this case was filed, since they both
engaged in efforts to change SPP's stance.'25 Thus, prior to this rate case, Eastman or TIEC could

have filed a complaint at FERC alleging that SPP has directed Network Customers to report
Network Load in a discriminatory and unreasonable manner in violation of the SPP OATT.

SWEPCO notes that FERC has recognized that retail customers have standing to file complaints

and protest transmission rates. 926

922

SWEPCO Reply Brief at 65.

923
SWEPCO Reply Brief at 65-66 (citng National Railroad Passenger Corporation v. PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation and PJM Interconnection, L. L. C., 111 FERC t 61 , 237 at PP 2 , 5 , 6 , 13 , 35 ( 2020 )).
924

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 75.

925 SWEPCO Reply Brief at 66.
926

SWEPCO Reply Brief at 66-67.
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SWEPCO also responded to critiques in the testimonies of Eastman witness Al-Jabir and
TIEC witness Pollock claiming that SWEPCO failed to distinguish between retail and wholesale

BTMG. 927 According to SWEPCO, this distinction is irrelevant. Mr. Locke testified that FERC
policy and the SPP OATT do not differentiate between retail and wholesale BTMG. 928 SWEPCO
states that Mr. Locke also refuted the operational considerations cited by Mr. Al-Jabir and

Mr. Pollock for differentiating between retail and wholesale BTMG for purposes ofNetwork Load

reporting.929

As to the SPP revision requests, SWEPCO characterizes RR 241 as proposing to add an
exception to the reporting requirement for Network Load, specifically, an exclusion of retail

BTMG

less than 1 . 0 MW . 930

( This interpretation is essentially the opposite of Eastman ' s and

TIEC ' s that RR 241 would have required inclusion of BTMG greater than 1 . 0 MW .) RR 241 was
not approved through the SPP stakeholder process and, therefore, was not filed at FERC for

approval. 931 However, even if RR 241 had been approved, filed at FERC, and approved by FERC
for incorporation into the SPP OATT, SWEPCO points out that it would not have provided an
exception for the retail load served by Eastman's BTMG, which is greater than 1.0 MW.

As to the positions of other RTOs, SWEPCO argues that Eastman's and TIEC's analogy is

inapt for at least three reasons. 932 First, what other RTOs include in their tariffs is not relevant or
controlling in this case. 933 SWEPCO is a Network Customer of SPP and, as such, is bound by the
FERC-approved SPP OATT's terms and conditions. Second, Mr. Locke testified that FERC has
approved alternative proposals for netting BTMG load in the calculation of Network Load for at

927

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 74-75 (citing Eastman Ex. 1 (Al-Jabir Dir.) at 6, 18; TIEC Ex. 1 (Pollock Dir.) at 17).

928

SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 12.

929

SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 18-20.

930

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 77.

931

SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 21.

932

SWEPCO Initial Brief at 75-77.

933

SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 14.
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least two RTOs-PJM and CAISO. 934 IfFERC' s general policy had been to exclude retail BTMG
from Network Load, there would have been no need for PJM or CAISO to request the exception
for retail. Further, he noted that the PJM and CAISO exceptions do not apply under the SPP OATT.
Third, as to the FERC decision regarding MISO' s Integration Plan for Energy, SWEPCO contends
that FERC's orders in that case have limited applicability and do not encompass either the SPP
OATT or the establishment of national policy regarding BTMG. 935 FERC' s orders in that case

focused on rules for market integration and market price determination for QFs in MISO' s Energy

footprint and did not specifically address rules for transmission service or the establishment of
transmission charges. 936

Additionally, SWEPCO argues that TIEC' s and Eastman' s attempt to establish the SPP
OATT's Network Load reporting requirements through extrinsic sources such as other RTOs'

tariffs and an unsuccessful revision request reinforces that this issue turns on the interpretation of
the SPP OATT, a matter FERC has exclusive jurisdiction to resolve. 937

SWEPCO acknowledges that in response to SPP's 2019 survey, it took the position
(through AEP) that retail BTMG load should not be included in Network Load calculations and
that it violated the PURPA as it relates to QFs. 938 However, SWEPCO states that it appears SPP

was unpersuaded by the arguments given that SPP released a presentation coming to the opposite

conclusion in January of 2021. 939

934

SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 8-9.

935

SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 15.

936 SWEPCO Ex. 51 (Locke Reb.) at 15-16.
937

SWEPCO Reply Brief at 70.

938 SWEPCO Reply Brief at 68.
939

SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 9 & Exh. CRR--1R at 36-82.
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iii. Alleged Violation of Regulations Regarding Treatment of QFs Under

PURPA
Eastman and TIEC contend that SWEPCO' s treatment of Eastman's BTMG violates
federal and state regulations regarding treatment of QFs under PURPA. 940 There is no dispute that

Eastman's cogeneration facility is a QF under PURPA.941 FERC's regulations provide that standby
service provided to QFs "shall not be based (unless supported by factual data) upon the assumption
that forced outages or other reductions in electric output by all QFs on an electric utility' s system

will occur simultaneously, or during the system peak, or both." 942 This provision is violated,
according to Eastman and TIEC, because SWEPCO's treatment of retail BTMG results in costs
being allocated to QFs as if all of their BTMG were offline at the time of the system peak. AEP

took a similar position in its 2019 comments to SPP, asserting that SPP' s interpretation of Network
Load conflicted with PURPA.943 The regulations are violated, according to Eastman, regardless of

whether SWEPCO uses actual data or estimated loads because it includes QF loads that are not on

SWEPCO's system at the time of monthly peak load. 944

TIEC asserts that SWEPCO is further violating the PURPA regulations by: (1) treating
Eastman's QF differently than other retail self-generators; and (2) discriminating against QFs

compared to customers with similar load characteristics that do not generate their own

electricity. 945 As to the first item, SWEPCO is discriminating against Eastman' s QF in comparison
to non-QF generators because it is not reporting the load of its non-QF retail customers. As to the

940

Eastman Initial Brief at 16-17; TIEC Initial Brief at 54-57.

941 Eastman Ex. 1 (Al-Jabir Dir.) at 9; see also 16 U.S.C. § 796(18)(A); 18 C.F.R. § 292.203.
942 18 C.F.R. § 292.305(c)(i). The Commission has adopted rules that implement this same ratemaking principle.
16 TAC § 25.242(k)(3).
943

TIEC Ex. 36B, AEP response to SPP 2019 survey at 1 ("SPP Conflicts with PURPA by reaching behind the retail
meter. SPP['sl position is inconsistent with the spirit of PURPA. PURPA requires that the retail rates for standby
power should not be based on the assumption that forced outages and all other reductions in output by QF's will occur
simultaneously or during the time of system peak. Likewise, we do not assume that each individual retail load will be
at its peak usage for billing purposes and allow that diversity. Why should we treat this differently as opposed to load

that was just off during the peak?").
944

Eastman Reply Brief at 18.

945

See 18 C.F.R. § 292.305(a)(1)(ii), (2); 16 TAC § 25.242(k)(1)(AHB).
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second item, SWEPCO is also treating customers with similar load characteristics differently. For
example, two customers taking 10 MW from SWEPCO's system impose the same costs on

SWEPCO, irrespective of whether one is also generating electricity for its own use.946 Yet, under
Mr. Locke' s interpretation of the OATT, if one of those customers is a QF generating 40 MW for

its own use, SWEPCO would report as Network Load 50 MW for that customer. 947 Mr. Locke's
interpretation would apply even if the QF had load that was synced to go down when its generation

goes down so that it could never take more than 10 MW from SWEPCO's system. 948 Thus, a QF
that can never impose a load greater than 10 MW is treated differently than a non-QF that takes

10 MW. As applied to Eastman, the discriminatory treatment would result in discriminatory rates,
as evidenced by the proposed $3.3 million annual increase in rates for Eastman in this case. 949

SWEPCO responds that, in calculating the monthly peak load data it reports to SPP,
SWEPCO does not assume that forced outages or other reductions in electric output by all QFs
will occur simultaneously, or during the system peak, or bothN° SPP' s NITS charges to SWEPCO
are based on actual loads, not anticipated loads, served with BTMG. 951 SWEPCO also states that
the issue here is transmission service charges, not generating capacity and energy. Further, if TIEC

and Eastman believe that SPP's Network Load directive violates federal law-i.e., PURPA-and
discriminates against QFs, they should file a complaint at FERC, as it is FERC's duty under the
Federal Power Act to assess the broad public interests involved in determining interstate rates. 952

946

See Tr. at 1144-46, 1149.

947

Eastman Ex. 11, SWEPCO's response to TIEC RFI 13-1.

948

Eastman Ex. 11, SWEPCO's response to TIEC RFI 13-1.

949

See Tr. at 1504-05.

950

SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 15.

951

SWEPCO Ex. 52 (Ross Reb.) at 15.

952

See AEP Texas North Co ., 473 F .3d at 5%6 .
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iv. Impact on Cost of Providing Service
Eastman contends that the additional $5.7 million in revenue requirement does not

represent SWEPCO' s cost of providing service to Eastman or any other customer. 953 Eastman' s
operations are served by its retail BTMG and do not take power from SWEPCO or contribute to
SWEPCO's system demand, except when the retail BTMG is offline due to an outage. Eastman

coordinates scheduled outages with SWEPCO to occur when system loads are low in the spring
and fall, so the only time Eastman's operations could impose a demand on SWEPCO's system at

the time of the zonal peak would be rare instances when a forced outage coincides with the zonal
peak.954 On average, Eastman's unplanned outages requiring backup service from SWEPCO occur

three days per year. 955 Moreover, in those rare instances, Eastman already compensates SWEPCO
by paying for standby service under the SBMAA Tariff.

Eastman notes that its facilities and load characteristics have not changed for almost 20

years. 956 None of SWEPCO's witnesses identified any new or additional cost caused by Eastman
for service, and SWEPCO admitted that it does not serve the portion of Eastman' s load served by
its retail BTMG. 957 According to Eastman, the additional transmission costs SWEPCO seeks to

recover in this case should be disallowed, as they are due to SWEPCO's decision to artificially
increase its reported load by adding retail BTMG load that it does not serve.

However, SWEPCO disagrees that the $5.7 million is not a cost of providing service.

SWEPCO states that it must purchase NITS from SPP in accordance with the OATT to serve
SWEPCO's retail and wholesale customers that are synchronized with the SPP transmission
system, including retail BTMG customers like Eastman. 958
953

Eastman Initial Brief at 8-11.

954

Eastman Ex. 1 (Al-Jabir Dir.) at 10.

955

Eastman Ex. 1 (Al-Jabir Dir.) at 10.

956

Eastman Initial Brief at 7.

957

Tr. at 1144 ("The BTMG load is still there, but it's not being served by SWEPCO. The energy is not being

transmitted from our resources to that customer.").
958 SWEPCO Reply Brief at 73.
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Alleged Discriminatory Rates

Eastman and TIEC contend that SWEPCO's decision to solely report Eastman' s retail
BTMG load to SPP is discriminatory. 959 SWEPCO has 187 retail BTMG customers in Texas,
including Eastman, but is only reporting Eastman' s BTMG load. 960 Of these customers, at least
three have cogeneration facilities (including Eastman) and the rest appear to be commercial or

residential solar facilities.961 Similarly, SWEPCO did not report any retail BTMG load for its
customers in Arkansas or Louisiana even though it has at least one industrial retail BTMG

customer (a paper mill) in Arkansas, and has solar retail BTMG customers in both Arkansas and
Louisiana. 962 While SWEPCO has retail BTMG customers in both states, it does not propose to

increase the transmission cost allocation from SPP in either state or to treat any other retail BTMG
customer as it would treat Eastman.

Eastman notes that SWEPCO claims it did not include loads for other retail BTMG

customers because it did not have data for each of them. 963 However, in that case, Eastman
contends SWEPCO should have delayed its decision to report retail BTMG load until it had a
reasonable method of collecting data from some, i f not all, retail BTMG customers. Not doing so

is arbitrary and unreasonably discriminatory.

Eastman acknowledges that it uses SWEPCO's transmission system to serve a portion of
its BTMG load, but notes that such use is limited to a single transmission line over a relatively
short distance on Eastman' s campus. 964 Eastman claims that using this line is more efficient for

Eastman, SWEPCO, and SWEPCO's customers than constructing a new transmission line to serve
959

Eastman Initial Brief at 18-21; TIEC Initial Brief at 57.

960

See TIEC Ex. 2 (Pollock Supp. Dir.), Exh. JP-S 1. Eastman' s initial brief states that SWEPCO has 185 retail BTMG

customers, but the exhibit it cites lists 187 customers.
961 TIEC Ex. 2 (Pollock Supp. Dir.), Exh. JP-S 1.
962

Tr. at 1166, 1168; Eastman Ex. 3, SWEPCO's response to Eastman RFI 1-1.

963

Eastman Initial Brief at 19.

964 Eastman Reply Brief at 19; Eastman Ex. 2 (Al-Jabir Supp. Dir.) at 25.

